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It was the summer when the weather changed. In Seattle, everyone 
noticed it, the still heat in a city ahmys cooled by a breeze off the 
Sound. Virginia walked home from work, feeling her pulse down the 
length of her bare arms. Soft lines of tar swelled from patches in the 
cracked sidewalk and further down the street the concrete shimmered, as 
if it too would melt, flmv back into sand and water or glass and carry 
her with it; her feet were already sliding over the crepe soles of her 
sandals, pressing into the straps. With a toe she slipped off the 
shoes and walked home barefoot down the margin of grass. She wished 
she were an animal, one that could slow its o~m heartbeat and live in 
the night. 
The front door was w~ide open and in the hall she said, "Lis?" but 
there was no answer. Her roommate's roor.~ t-Jas quiet, the curtains at 
the open windows still; she ~vasn' t in the back yard, or in the kitchen, 
ripe with the smell of cantelope seeds. 11Lis?" she said again, then 
hearing nothing, stopped to open the refrigerator. Except for jars of 
pickles and ketchup and one tupperware container of old batter that had 
been there for months, the inside "t-Jas silver and empty. Virginia 
opened the freezer door and leaned into the molding as the cool white 
smoke curled out to her. 
\\Talking upstairs she pulled her dress off over her head and "Jas 
halfway through her bedroom door when she saw Lisa standing in front of 
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a hinged, full-length mirror, dressed in a baggy three piece suit and 
v1earing a black fedora angled over one eye. Lisa was looking at 'her-
self closely, in the pose of a soft-shoe dancer, her shoulders in a 
shrug, her hands out in front of her and bent straight at the wrist; 
then she stiffened, cut one hand ttrough the air, and leaned far for-
ward, like a re?orter working for facts. s:1e was at least tvm more 
people before s~e saw Virginia's reflection beside her in both mirrors 
and touched the brim of her hat. 
"My dear," she said in her deepest voice, then !"ler hig~ laugh broke 
through, jiggling the trousers. "What do you think?" 
Virginia fell on her bed and rolled over. "You look like someone 
who's been on diet pills for a year. 11 Lisa's black Lab, Rocks, roused 
himself from the rug and walked toward Virginia seeming to smile though 
he tvas only panting. She held her hand out to cup his muzzle. "Is 
tbere anything to eat? All I could find was hot buttered rum batter." 
"And no ruQ. Where'd you get all this stuff?" 
"A garage sale last year. I'd been thinking how I'd never be a 
banker or a fire extinguisher salesman then I saw this box full of 
other people's clothes." 
"Try something on, V. ,, 
11 Na. I just look like myself., Virginia billowed the sheet a few 
times to breeze air over her da.~p skin and lay 11Jatc'hing her roommate. 
Lisa was already unbuttoning the shirt she ,.;rore, searc'!ling through the 
box of clothes for something else to try on. In the heat all her move-
ments were slow, the shadow of her hand visible behind the sheer sleeve 
as she ran it down from the shoulder to the cuff and slid off the shirt. 
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Her skin was the soft color of dry mud. Virg:.nia t~l.ought if sl1e 
touched Lisa, her fingers wo-Jld .ie'":lve an imprint, there, on the round 
stomach. Her face was flushed and she pressed a cooler hand against 
one cheek. 
"It's been so long since I've seen you, Lis. 11 
"I was home Tuesday, that's only three Jays." 
"It seems longer," she said, and after a pause asked, "How's Alex?" 
As if reminded of something, Lisa looked quickly at the clock, b~t 
it was too early for him to have called. She closed her eyes. "I 
don't know. He keeps pulling back, you know, like he's got to keep 
saying 'I'm separate from you.' All we did was have these long a\\~ful 
talks, and in this heat.'' 
Virginia nodded. "It isn't like Seattle weather. Why don't we go 
somewhere tomorrow, Lis. Go to the ocean. It would be cool.'' 
Just beyond Virginia's r.=ach du~t drifted through t!le light at the 
edge of the shade. She stretched her f1ngers out, rubbing them in the 
light as if it were water from a tap pouring bet\1-Jeen her fingers then 
she turned her palm flat and let the light run by. She tried to touch 
a mote but lost it when her hand shadowed the ray. She saw Lisa 
looking Cack at her in the ~irro1 wilh a puzzled expression and 
realized she must look like ~1ichelangelo 's God, lea:1ing out from her 
!Jed, her Lmgers curled to nothing Lisa could see. She had already 
turned back to another snit and was pulling on a jacket. Hith a look 
of cor:.centration she tvatched herself Ghake -che shirt cuffs out of the 
jacket sleeves. In the mirror at her side was her reflection, like an 
ink blot that's been folded in half a~d opened up again. The rnirroreG 
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hand touched and ran up the real one, the mirrored hip flowed into the 
dark wool of the real trousers. 
"Let me try" Vi.,-ginia said, getting off the bed slowly. At the 
trunk she parted clothes until she found a pair of pants with pleat£ 
ar:..C:. a s:tir t \·ri t:1 a rour:ded, stand-up collar. S!1e tucked the long tails 
in, but the pants kept falling down her hips. She pulled them up Hnc.1_ 
holding a handf~l of the waistOand searched for a pair of suspe~ders. 
She \·;as stopped between two profiles in the mirrors, aa angle she 
rarely sa~v, her chin saggir.g a little, her nose isolA. ted from her eyes. 
She tried tur:1ing quickly to catch her full face in the opposite mirror 
but it 1vas always just turEing away. 
Lisa sa\v her "Jncertainty and like a saleswor.;_an in man's wear tilted 
her head and decided she needed a tie, a Llaroon one 'l;.;ith fine white 
lines crossing it diagonally to dral.J around Virginia 1 s collar. 
Virginia stretched her neck and turned to o~e side as Lisa folded and 
knotted and slid the snooth fabric over itself, feeling Lisa nearJ tr.e 
heat caught between their faces. She helci herself still, afraid to 
move, bat Lisa was already becking a'l:.;ray, looking at the effect. 
11 Dapper," she said. Virginia turned cautiously to the ~irror, but 
l:vhat she saw first v1e:ce the same borders of ::.er face. She didn 1 t think 
she looked at all different, but Lisa 'I:.Jas so convinced, Virginia 
thought I!laybe she saw a little possibility. S~1e tried danci~g a fe1.v 
steps, a slow shuffle 'l:~ith a quic~ kick~ thea, ii-spired, she picked 
Rocks up a!1d they danced a little r.1ore. ;..Jith alr.wst no movement at all 
the jacket fil:ed with teat and spread, ~eddening ~er face. She 
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dropped Rocks, lay on the floor and star:ed panting with ~i~. 
11 l 1 r.1 getting heat stroke." she laughed. 11 ~1aybe I should go take a 
shov-1er." 
"Not yet, V. 1tJe have to make our entrance." 
Virginia looked around her. "To v;here? T~e living roan?" 
0 0f course. Dm.;n the stairs. \fuat else do you need fa:- ac 
entrance besides stairs?" 
"Too bad Rocks doesn't knov..1 ar._y tricks," Virginia said, hooki::1g her 
instep over 3.ocks' rump. "He could warlil up the audie-.:1.ce." 
"Who are Sl.,reating already. Vlait, I knm·J. 11 Lisa searched th!:'o"Jgh 
the clothes for another skinny tie and looped it over Rocks' collar. 
It hung do<m fro~ his neck like a second tail and the old dog looked 
like he wanted to lie back down. 
"C'non, boy," they called from the door. "C'mon. 11 
At the top of t~e stairs they stood turniP-g frantically to eac~ 
other to adjust the angle of their handkerchiefs anG swoot 11 the stiffly 
padded shoulders that extended inches beyond their own. Hearing voices 
pass on t'he street below, they laughed roug!i.ly, liKe drenks, 2~d stood 
straight up. 1\Then they ran dm-.r:1stairs, Lisa grabbed Virginia's hand 
for a second as she stepped on a dragging cuff. They spilled into the 
hall, laughing aloud ,;vith a sound like geese i~ t;..;ater. They clapped 
each other's arms, their har.ds drav.'ing in t}:.e material of the jacket 
until t~ey felt ber.:.eath the \·mol the contours of the other's body. A 
thin sheen of oil shone on Virginia's tight ski:1 and 'her eye's rose to 
Lisa's. Then she heard the quiet hall and voices on the street. She 
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dropped her hands, staring at the tips of :1er .r:1ngers, and shrunk t'heTTJ. 
back into the sleeves. 
Lisa began to untie her tie. 
"Oh." said Virgi!lia, sitting dmvn !l.eavily in a chair next to the 
phone. 11 You got a couple of calls. n T'he I'l:.essages v.~ere \ITitten on a 
pad, but sht= made ~.o motion to find them. She ran her finger around 
the edge of the cuff, noticing for the first time that the sleeve was 
edged with old SHeat. She w~.iped ~er forehead across the cuff and 
looked at t~e shadow tte oil left. 
Lisa leaned over Virginia, searching for the messages. "No one 
froM 1vork called did they? I C:!_G.n' t go in today, told the"G', I uas sick. 
I ji..!St couldn't get up this morning." Her casaal tone made Virginia 
look moay. 
"Maybe beca"..lse you weren't getting 3uch sleep the night before?" 
Even as she spoke she didn't recognize her voice, t~e mea~ness l~ it, 
and startled she crossed her ariT.s expecting a cold reply, hut Lisa was 
wal~ing across the hall to her room. Through the door Virgir.ia sal.? 
her shrug off the jacket and toss it onto the edge of the bed wtere it 
slid o~to the floor. She tipped off t~e hat and spun it after the 
jacket. 
The phor.e rang in Virginia's ear, naking her jerk, and though she 
was right next to it~ it had almost rung again before she picked it up. 
"Hello?" she said, and without saying ar.ything else set the 
receiver dmvn on its back. 
Lisa had come quickly to the door, O!le shirt tail hanging out ove:::-
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her belt, her hair lifted in \~Tisps where she 1 d ret"'l.oved the hat. For an 
instant her black eyes looked up over the receiver to Virginia, the!"!. 
'>Vhipping the extension cord to free it from tZle chair leg, she carried 
the phone to her room and closed the door. Virginia stood o~ the first 
step of the stairs, rubbing her fingers together, trying to hear 
through the wall, but there was only silence for- several seconds the!l 
Lisa's ~igh, false-soundi~g laug~. Virginia walked back up to her roo~, 
the dry heat rising with the stairs. 
r,..lith dusk the objects i'Q. her- room had lost their detail. The out-
line of her body in the dark clothes lost itself in the dark vood of the 
dresser. Hithout energy, she undid the taut suspenders where they bit 
into the waistband and watched as they fell straigtt to the floor. She 
smv 'herself for an instant in the r:1irror, slouc:-ted, the loose white 
shirt like a damp sail over her thin legs. Awkwardly, as if sc~eone 
else had seen, she finished unbuttoning the backi·Jard man's placket. 
As Virginia undYessed, Rocks snt.:.dc. up on the bed. Sor,ietir.1es she 
let him sleep there, but the heat made her impatient and ~~'her. he 
wouldn't ~ove, she dragged him to the edge and slapped hiB to get dov.~ .. 
S!1e fell on the mattress, kic:zing the sheets away f:!:"om. ~er ankles, 
turning from side to side. ~he minutes or. her digital clock were 
falling over in the steady rhythm of waves and as she lay there) the 
voices outside became muffled, like sounds heard 1;nder l·mter. ~-Jhen she 
closed her eyes, she felt the heat at the edges of her body, ~he~ a 
light stir of air as son;.eo:1e car.1e near the bed and lay do-.;·Jn. Virginia 
put her hand into the small of the back, pressir.g ~er fingers ir.~o the 
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firm vertebra, and pulled herself close until she felt ~er cool blood. 
Then she opened her eyes ar.d unfurled her hand, like a magiciaP---you 
see, nothing there. 
It t•ms the te1evisior: that woke her, almost an hour later 9 a clear 
sound that was again muffled, as if the door to Lisa's room had opened 
briefly. The su!l had gone down as she slept and a pale orange lig~1t 
shone around the window shades as they sv1elled slightly and fell back 
against the frames. \·Jatching the luminous light, lis::ening to the 
minutes fall over, she closed her eyes and t~ought she wo~ld fall 
asleep again, sleep through the night, but she >;vas sv."eaty aild her skin 
caught the loose sheets as she tried to turn. Withou~ feeling rested, 
she got up and looked into her closet, staring blan~zly, until at last 
she p~lled out her jeans and a cool India~ cotton shirt ~1it~1. eyelet on 
the sleve edge. 
In the hall Virginia ~oticed 'vet footprints ru~ning fro~ the bath-
room to the edge of the stairs and. stepping through the door, she felt 
the cool air of a recent shm.ver. The window a~C. mirro!' were clouded 
and along the tiles above the tub were a thousand drops of water, 
silver and mecurical. Smells of lavendaY rose from two more footprints, 
outlined on the floor with the dust of fallen powder. The damp air 
pricked Virginia's skin. She got under the shower and let colC v.~ater 
stream throug~ her hair, over her head till it ached. The one towel 
hanging on the rae~ was already damp so Virginia stood nakeciJ and 
rubbed a circle in the mirror \Jith her fist. The air dre~v the water 
from her skin. She dressed slowly, reluctant to put on anything at all. 
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Eer hair was sti:l drippi:1g onto her shirt as she ';·lalked dmvnstairs 
and stood outside Lisa's roo~. 7he door was slightly ajar and s~e 
heard a painful sound, like metal gouging wood. ~isa '\<ias sta:1ding in 
tbe middle of t~e room in underwear that had lost its elastic, pulli2g 
at a h~avy crate of books. Her desk and chair had been dragged to t:'le 
center of the room and there was a dresser drav.1er on the v.1indow sill. 
Rocks t.vas across t'he roora in front of a rocking chair where a 'hanster 's 
cage swayed peacefully. The faint animal sce~t ni~gled u~easily with 
the s~ell of lavendar. 
"Virginia walked to pick up the suit jacket and hat fran the floor 
near the bed. The ~ool on her arms began to irritate ~er skin. 
"~fuat are yo'..: doing?" she asked. 
As if any fool could see~ Lisa said, "Rearranging my room. 11 
Virginia stared at ~er, as if she'd been accused of something, not 
knowing what h '. s .. e n done. Lisa kept pulling at the crate of books, but 
it was heavy and away fro~ the tvall began to sway. Virginia was just 
reac:ring for one end when the whole crate tipped forv;ard. Pa1_:'erbac:'"s 
flew out and dropped like dead mot!is. Lisa swore and sat dm·::J. on top 
of tJ;VO books, then had to pull them out fron under her. She tried 
smoothi::g O"Jt the creased pages, but the line still sholtJed. She looked 
so vulnerable, "her scalp shovJing through all pa:!.e beneat~ her fine 
black hair, Virginia "toranteci to hold her, but \VheP. she knelt do·Hn, she 
could only pick up one of the books and put it back on the slre1.:. 
There was a tension to Lisa's body that ffiade he~ seeE, even q~iet, 
beyond Virginia's reach. 
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One of the hamster's climbed onto its \oheel a:1d ran around and 
around ,,lith ' . a Wl'!lr. Rocks moved off his haunches then with a trerr.ble 
sat still. Virginia called hin back; Lisa hadn't even looked up. 
Together they put the boo:<.case in place and the litt2.e effo!:'t made 
Virgi-r..ia '>Jipe her face again. She v..ranteG. to escape tbe close air, to 
think u~ so~e p~an •~ith intricate details to divert Lisa's attentior.. 
She spo~e fervently, like a suitor. 
"Lis, \\~hy don't v1e eat. You should eat. You':-e practically in a 
c:or!ta as it is. 11 
"I'1.1 not hungry 9 " she said, but Virginia acted as if she hadn't 
heard. 
11 1 knoH) we'll go to Dags, its cheap. And after \Je eat, v.;e'll keep 
on driving. To t~e ocean." 
Lisa I!lade clucking sounds to indicate Virginia was crazy. 
"Sure, I'm wide a>;.;ake ~ow. He'll just keep driving, dow""D Eig~v.;ay 
lOl, through the mill towns, being overtake~ by logging trucks alo~g 
the way--" 
"It's night, V. ~.Jha~ Hill ue see except street lights?" 
"So use your ii.l.agina tion. Suspicious types are al"Tays lurking 
under street lights. We could ~ake ttat biology book I bOt you for 
Christmas, the one with all the plates of sea 'Jrc'hir.s and things, all 
the names." 
Lisa walked over to her closet and starteC lifti~g clothes up fro~ 
her dirty clothes sack~ searching for so:net~ing t::at could be wor-:1 O'i1Ce 
more. The clothes clung to eacl1 other, separating re~ucta0tly with a 
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spatter of electricity. She held up a pair of cords and tried to 
smoot~ the folds frow behind the knees, but ~er eyes were sta~ing at 
some spot o~ the closet floor and s'he let the pants fall fr0rn hE:!r arms. 
The motion seemed to take all ~er effort ai:ld withcut findi!.lg ai1_ything 
to wear~ sh:2 walked back and sat OE the up.;;:ad(:' bed. 
Virginia cal leG. Rocks ·oack from the ha!nster 's cage agair: and "~;Vas 
gcing to take hir::. outside for a "'-~alk wben she stopped at tbe d':Jor and 
looked ~ack at Lisa, tracing a pattern o~ the Dla~ket, rubbing t~e 
o:-an_ge outline, unable to brea~<. off. 
Vi~ginia said, 11 You could wear something of mine." 
For the first time since she'd co:ne dm.·Jn Lisa looked at her. A 
hal£-s~ile of recognition crossed ~er face. 
11Your hair' s vret." 
As Virginia touched 'l':C!r nair, ~isa? unconsciousJ_y reached ·.1p a:1d 
touched her own. 
11 Sc's yours." 
"I-T:1at did you say I could wear?" 
"Anything. T~at gree:1 s~irt you're ahvays l,nrrovri_ng is clean." 
Vi~ginia picked Rocks up by the paws an;i together t'hey C.aaced a fe'h~ 
more steps. 
"Yo""..! :tear- that? You hear that boy?" 
Seattle was quiet, fe1.r peo9le on the streets, jest shadov..~s ir:. cars, 
taillights dropping over a hill. Lisa and Virginia drove along Lake 
Washington, past the floatir;_g bridge tha:: \\•idens and narrov-ls and 'i;lidens 
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again like a v-wman layi:1g on the 'tva~er. Neither talked or t~ought to 
turn or.. the radio. Lisa sat near Virginia, slumped dm·Jn to the level 
of the dashboard and tvearing a baseball cap pulleC over 'her eyes. 
Virginia thought to anyone passi~g, Lisa would look like her son the 
Little Leaguer on the way home from a losing game. 
But there was light everyv1here at the c!rive-in. Res~less 'head-
lights crossed the glossy menus, yellow light shone through the hig~ 
take-out windows and gleamed on a meta.i scoop f-unneling french fries 
into a 1-Jax pa?er pocket. A conve-ct ibie pulled in next to tl:err, a!ld four 
teenage boys J~.1nped over the doors anc crossed the hot par~ins lot, 
hopping on bare feet. At the window they pushed against each other, 
all of them trying at once to lean o~ the counter ar.d give t~eir orders 
to a girl in a paper crov.."'TI. They YJeren' t wearing shirts 0:1 their 
tanned backs and as they shifted their weig~t, dropping one hip then 
the other, there were hints of t11e 'i.oJhite skin that began just below 
their belts. 
"I have a new theory of love," Virginia whispered. 
Lisa ~aughed her ~igh laugh. 
"They look like basketball players, li Virginia said. 
"Recognize them from yo'...lr youth, Y._?" 
Virginia filled her eyes ui th a far off light. "I see them loping 
back up court, their hips no wider thall their ~~etists." 
They sat in t'he old green station 'i.Jagon for a fe'i.,' minu-::es longer, 
waiting for the crowd to thin out. It vms Friday night ar-.d litter vms 
already fallinb to the pavement fro~ the pyramiding bins. A mother with 
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kids--her kids, the r.eighbor's~ the 'Qeighbor's cousins--kept trying to 
count the number of milksha:Zes. ~1er voice carae patie!ltly over the 
sounds of e!lgines being kil~ed or revvec.i. "Nm-; t:1at was three c~oco­
la tes," t'hey heard, cher. one ot the :zids c~anged his mind again and 
wanted stravJberry instead. The kids drifted around '!-!er like dandelion 
seeds, da::::-tir:.g out as a har.d closes around t~ern. Lisa and Virginia got 
out of the car and rolled up the vdndm-1s, leaving th:-ee inches for 
Rocks to stick his snout. As t'hey started to the take-o'...lt tvir:dmv, tl:e 
four boys v;alked past, their large hands co!:'!pletely covering ~he ham-
burgers they bit into. 
"You're right," :...isa w'b.ispered, "basketball playeYs. 11 
"God, all those games I v;er.t: to in high school. 11 Virginia s~ook 
her head in disbelief. "There \Jas t~is or.e guy I'd watched for so ma~-Y 
years, when I 'i..Jas alone I could :nove like he diC, you know~, that half 
turn be:ore a double pump?" 
"They were borir~g," Lisa said, I:~ore interested in t~e r:1enu. 
They were supposed to be in line, ~ut Vi:q;i:lia :.::ept jumping up and 
flipping her wrist like an all-star forward to distract Lisa, so ,:.-;rhe!"l 
it v;ras their turn at the wi:1dmv, they v;eren't :-eady to order. They let 
a couple i!! sunglasses go first. 0!"'. the menu, cartoo"1 characters 'i.vere 
rushing about with hanburgers t'i.·Jice as big as their heads. Sach ha21-
burger had its O'i.:n P..ame, Double Dags, Dagalacs, Beefy Boys--Virginia 
a~1d Lisa counted their ;rroney to decj_de. 
'I'hey carried bac:z to the car on a paper tray t·co Double Dags, one 
all-beef patty for Rocks~ a side of fries ar:.d tvm chocolate s:-:akes. 
Lisa took advantage of Virzinia's having to Crive and ate more than 
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~alf the french fries herself. Or. the freeway they rolled down the 
v;indovJs and still the car smelled of mayonnaise. Passing Boeing field~ 
Lisa started singing "!:'his old airport's got me dm.Jr..n, but Virginia 
told her that 1vas the last verse~ not t~e first. Lisa said no, it's 
the third, but the other verses didn't cone to them until ~~ey 1 d 
started to sin£. \-Jhen t:..ey had the pla~e taking off before it 'i'Jas set 
to go, they decided to sing songs with choruses. The stretch of 
free'i·;ay v.;as straight and t~ree lanes \..~ide, so Virginia too:<- her eyes 
off the road every few seconds to 1va::ch Lisa's face as it changed moods 
with the TTlusic, low and blue or tap tap dancing. Her head was shrunk 
into her shoulders and t~1e bri!l1 of the baseball cap nodded with t!:J.e 
beat. Lisa looked over at Virginia, holding he~ eyes for a feT,, secor:.Gs 
flirtatiously, then wandered off, caught up again in the song 1 s rhythr .. 
As one song trailed off and there ~,1as just a loud V.7i~d at th~ o;\1 ii.1dow, 
Virginia was about to say sonething to Lisa about being together agai~~ 
but when she glanced down, Lisa sniled back a~d suddenly ~au~ched into 
her Liza Ninelli imitation~ sort of turned side'Nays and singing to her 
shoulder. Wi~h her deepest voice she sanr,, "Haybe this tirae, love 
won 1 t hurry a~-.~ay-- 11 Virginia watched the road, the po::..len in the air 
maki~g her co0tacts sting. In the rr.iddle of the verse Lisa stopped and 
said, "V, you're not singing." 
Virginia looked in the rear view mirror. A large truck was ?assing 
them on the left, its \-:eight seer1ing to suck the air from the car and 
pull them to the edge of the lane. She held the l.Jheel stiffly as sets 
of running lights came tmvard her t~en strea"ked by. \•I:1en it had passed, 
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she snapped on the radio. 
Lisa slid over on the seat and turned aYound to rummage for a sweat-
shirt s~e' d taken from Alex's. Hi th another s·Hea ter she made a pillot·_' 
between the seat: and the door and lay with her eyes open., looking oc.t 
the side windovJ to Tacoma, a few miles in the distance. All the amber 
lights nade the sky look br:..tiseC.. Near Oly;r.pia, they left ~he freeviay 
and followed a deto'..lr througn tov;rn to t':le t'0\1-o-lane high'i.vay v;est. 
Stopped for a traffic light, Virginia could see through the closed 
doors of a gas station the racks of tires ar-,d a metal ~-:ic~elir~ r;,ar, that 
had bee!l taken in for the nig~t. Some'l:vhere outside the c:apital Lisa 
fell asleep, ~1er breathing inaudible over the noise of tires and wind. 
The shadows of highway lig~ts fallillg a\-Jay mile after mile slid down 
her face. 
An occasional car approaching in t'he distance blinked fro-:;-, high 
beams to lov.; and passed skimming over dips in the road. 1-Jhen the head-
lights hit Vi~ginia's eyes she looked over to the white fog lines at t~e 
side of the road to avoid the glare, then once past, watc~ed her own 
headlights leap bac~z up the dark Douglas firs. 'I'he:-e \vere fe.,v tm,yns 
now, Out along the road, in the clearings between the close-timbered 
hills, were isolated mobile howes and in thei~ yards overt~rned was~i~g 
:nachines ar:d the longing bodies of abando!led cars. Virginia leaned 
into the steeri0g wheel. She wanted to see t~e stars. It was a 
perfect Eight and she held her hand against tile ~.1\Iindshield to block the 
dashboard lights, but the near stars \~~ere large a::1d gleamed back like 
t~e eyes of a~ima~s. 
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Turci~g the heater on low, Vi~ginia shivered a little as the warm 
air caQe up from t~e engine, rattling a paper bag on ~he dash. ~he 
heat made ~er back go soft and her head feel heavy. She tried pressing 
her fingers into the circula~ spine of the steering '\Vheel to force he:--
self awake~ but without her realizing it, the car drifted to t~e edge of 
the road. Only w'hen they passed the yellm·J s:-:.ielG. of a deer crossi!"' ..g 
sign did she sit straight up, sudd.enly alert. She \·Jas alyrays afraid 0:1 
these roads that a deer would leap out before she could stop, that they 
would strike it broadside. For miles s~1e scanned the side of the road, 
searching for a sudden r:wvement in the bush. She didn't 'hTar.t to have 
to meet the deer's eyes as it died. Maybe that: would be t~1e only tirr:.e 
it had co~sciousness of itself, as it looked up at her, afraid but 
unable tc run. 
Beyor..d Hoq:Jiam and Aberdeen the v10ods thinned out to c:eared f e.rT::'. 
land and Virginia could see a lightening above the hills to the east) 
though daV-7 !1 ~.vas still hours av1ay. She took her foot froZl the gas pedal 
and braked off the road into the gravel s~ou~der. 5oth Lisa and Roc~s 
woke with the jolting and Virginia got out of the car to let Lisa drive. 
Opening the car door, s~e felt the closeness of the sea on ~er face and 
t.;or.dered where the ocean \·las. 
"There'll be signs," she said to Lisa, \-.i!1o sciled vJith t~e amnesia 
of those just awake. 
Virginia slept until they reached the ocean. ~.Jhen s:te stepped out 
of the car door, she smelled the damp salt air a:;.d as if to see '>·:here 
it came from, turned to\vard the \,•ater. She \Jas stiff fror:1 sleeping 
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with her head crooked and stood up slowly, squinting against all the 
blue. There w2s so much horizon, she could see the slight bow of t~e 
earth's edge drawn like a dusty line of chalk between the sky and water 
and though she stretched lazily into all the unconscious space, she 
didn't feel the great release she'd expected to feel on stepping out of 
the car. Her jeans were tight and she plucked at them whe.re they cut 
into her crotch. 
Lisa stood at the edge of the beach with her back to Virginia. She 
was also stretching in the wind, like a gym~ast at the end of a difficult 
routine, rising up on her toes, her back arching to her outstretched 
arms, lifted by her own good luck. She turned back to Virginia to share 
this feeling, but Virginia looked atvay as if something had caught her 
eye, though nothing moved except in the distance where drifts of smoke 
from campers' first morning fires blet-7 inland. 
To the opposite end of the beach Haystack Rock rose ragged and dry 
above the sand and '"ater and they started vJalking C.igC. up the shore in 
sand dented from days of bare feet; this morning, no one wcs out yet. 
One step onto the beach and Lisa was a mad woman, rucning in circles, 
taunting Rocks the dog who pawed the air like a puvpy. Lisa threw a 
stick across the shallows and raced him to pick it up. Rocks dunked his 
snout, was suprised by Lisa who snuck up from behind and grabbed the 
stick. Virginia followed more slowly, looking down the coast line as 
one wave broke and curled continuously to the ciist2nce where it was 
only beginning to swell. The tide had crested sometime in the night anG 
was already drawing back, leaving the tide flats blue and shiny as a 
morning after rain. Their shadows ran out over the glossy surface 
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where they wavered together like fronds of seaweed. 
Though they walked half an hour, the rock still looked no larger 
than when they'd left the car and several times Lisa tried to stop and 
spread their blanket, but Virginia m~>de her keep walking. She thought 
if they walked far enough, they 'wuld be out of sight of the people who 
would come with radios and cameras and passion tu~ned fat, the kids 
with their fierce possessiveness~ pulling starfish and limpets from 
rocks, caring nothing for the life, only the. shell. But when they 
finally reached their destination and walked around the rock's far side 
where the outcroppings made tide pcols filled \vith sea life, they could 
see off in that direction smoke from other fires, even the outlines of 
campers above the shore. 
Lis~ refused to keep going. They dropped the blanket and cli~bed 
over the outcroppings ~o the tide pools, helping Rocks over the slick 
seaweed that was drying on the rock, taking the rock's shape. Above the 
water line, everything was dripping wet, yet clenched, the tentacles of 
the anenome pulled in. But below the tide mark, all the life \Vas exposed. 
Virginia saw a welk shell bobble across the bottom o~ the legs of a 
hermit crab. She \..ratched barnacles on the edge of a subtle current feed 
with delicate tongues. 
Lisa was crouched like a catcher on the other side of the pool, 
balanced on her toes, rocking forward a little to look down before her 
weight carried her back. Behind her, high spray from a wave rose up in 
a froth. Virginia motioned her eyes to a dark red-orange sun star easing 
down the rock on a hundred suckers. One of its legs had been torn off, 
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but in its place a new leg grew. "Radially arranged," Virginia 
remembered. "Hith remarkable powers of regeneration." Lisa lifted 
an empty shell, its opening curled like an ear. Lisa held it up to 
her mvn ear to listen as a wave crashed behind them. Virginia laughed 
out loud. 
"Trying to hear the ocean?" she asked. Laying there above the pool, 
the sun like down over her, Virginia wanted to sleep. She left Lisa 
and scrambled back to their blanket. Pushing it into a pillow, she lay 
on sand that was cool from having been under water, though its surface 
lvas already turning white. Seeing no one else near by, she put her 
weight on her hands and lifted her hips, working free of her jeans. The 
air was the same temperature as her skin and laying back down, it was 
as if she had no skin, as if her fingers could mingle with the air, She 
heard seagulls fighting over a fish, but it had the muffled sound of a 
noise heard while under water; far off voices were indistinct, then only 
the murmur of waves and a bouyant depth. She woke just as slowly, sound 
returning first, but distant, the low sucking of the tide, then the 
grainy feel of sand under her shoulder and cheek. She Hondered hm-1 long 
she had slept and rolled over, suprised to see Lisa lying near her, 
drawing her fingers over the ribbed sand between them. Without thinking 
what she did, but moving slowly, Virginia brought her hand across the 
space and touched the ends of Lisa's hair. When Lisa raised her eyes, 
their faces passed close but didn't touch and Virginia held herself 
still for an instant. She leaned forward and kissed Lisa's lower lip, 
then her 1;vhole mouth that opened soft and red as an anenome. Hith the 
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palm of ~er hand against Lisa's back, Virginia pulled her closer and 
felt her own body ur.dulate, her arms sliding over ~er smooth skin, flow-
ing over its surface, until she realized Lisa wasn't moving. 
Virginia let her go and lay back on t~e sand. It was rough against 
her shoulder blade and she sat back up, hugging her knees and looking out 
into the blue. When the wind hit her face, she thought of being back in 
the car, traveling with her head out the window i~to the oncoming wind, 
like Rocks, who never knew where he'd be. Lisa sat up next to her and 
started brushing crumbs of sand from Virginia's face. In a small voice 
she said, "You have a beard." 
Far down the beach people began emerging from shimmers on the 
horizon. Up above them on the rock they heard kids climbing the scrableO 
path, daring each other to stand close to the edge. One kid even cried 
when he thought he couldr.' t get back dmm. Within another hour the 
clouds that had been lov1 on the horizon vanished. Lisa put her cap on 
Virginia's head so her face wouldn't burn and they started the long walk 
back to the car. Lisa chased Rocks and Rocks ran afte!' Lisa; Virginia 
walked a little ahead or behind so they were always circling each other 
like gulls or the shore birds that turn all at once with a glint of light. 
Each wave went just to the rim of foam left by the last~ but sometimes 
the wind would lift and foam blow along t~e sand, tumbling lightly over 
itself. 
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THROUGH U::n01; GAP AND USK 
Ny !:'.0111 cor.1es tome ~.,..rith the groceries and I he2.:p her carry the 
heavier things in frorr; t~e car, a large box of detergent a~d a case 
of beer, to the kitchen coui.:ter v;here He stat:d side ~? side putting car;_s 
of mushroo:n soup ar.d 'kidney beans m·my in t~e cu?boar:1 up above. Toast 
crumbs skitter bet~veen the sacks and t~.e for-mica cout:ter that's stained 
with dim half moons. He do not tal!z for the longest tirr~.e. She ~ears the 
same Saturday clot~es she's y;rorr:. for years, Sec:::rs e.n.d Roebuck jeans ar::d 
a faded cranberry bm.;;ling shirt, both s2.apeless v.,rith v.1ashi:lg. 
He used to be the same height, but she's shrunk t~\~o iric'r.es since her 
fiftiet~ birthday end as \ve lift t!1e last thir::gs from tte sack. I can 
look down O!l. the rov..~s of b:-is~les ie1 her- hair one~ hea-r- her ~re;::thing. Her 
asthma got \Jorse v,;hile I '~'"as av1ay at college ar~d te:- c~:est -Degar. tc press 
1!1. She G.oes the 'housev10rk slowly now, stoopi!lF; wl:.en s;,e' s centered r;-;e 
secan~ sheet, then agai~ as she luffs ~he ~:a~kets. At the en~ of the 
month when she's paid 'her bills ar:.d walks out to t:te ma:!lbox to post t~em~ 
she takes s:·wrt, slm.v ste~s, looking do\·2, as if o::-:. eitt:e~ side of her 
feet she saw a~ abyss. 
Only a few years ago she was still going to dances every Sat11rday 
night, in a pink party dress and flat silver shoes so she would~'t be 
taller than the ~en, co:lVi::ced tl-:is was ti":~ :1ight s~e' d -r.eet smneo!le r..ev:'. 
Standing at the door to say goodbye, 2 vl;-:i'.:e beaded c~utc"j in her har:.ds 
and. \~7earing an out of fas:1ion furry \vhite coat fo~r ir.~hes sh::rter thc:n 
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heY dress, her S8ile was all ex?ectation. In the six weeks since I've 
been back from school, she hasn't had a date; the ocly time she goes out 
is to bowl. Tuesday, 1.vhen she was picking up her bov.rl:..ng bag fro'!l1 the 
closet, I saw in the hall lig"ht how gray her face had become. I made he~ 
wait w~ile I rar. to the bath:Loom for r:1y compact of blush. ~'!ith an elbow 
balanced on her s~ou]..der, I brushed t~e dry ?OHder over her cheeks and 
rubbed the edges of color into ter skin. S~1e stood patiently, 'vit'!:: her 
eyes open~ ar..d whei:1. I 1-:.aci finished said, "I thought it w?.s the I"'!other ..... ~he 
~ .... ~as supposed to stop her d.aug'b.ter at the doc"!"." 
To her, I am still all the ages I was, bursting through the front 
door with whatever news had made me elated, a victory Bt the district 
track meet where in the last stride T.Y tead flung backwards in pain 
at the instant the plastic tape touched my bare arE anQ streamed behiP-d. 
She thinks the rus~ing feeling is simply confi~ence a~d when she sees ~e 
looking for my reflection in the tops of cans, says, ~'You're ve-:y p~etty, 
Joanie. Just last week Audrey was saying h0\\1 pretty you've grov..~ up to 
be.'! But I r.vasn't staring at myself; I'd just 0.es.itatecl, r,..~ith a can o_c 
soup in each hand 9 my face blur!"ed in the Gull tin rings. 
Sl1e knows I don't like living at home af~er beir:g on TI:Y m .. T. for four 
years, and when I talk at dinner- about how lo:r:g it \\~ill ::ake me to save 
enough money to move out, grcn.-Ji;.;g i!'!'!p.s.tient v1:1en I reBlize its still 
rnoaths ar...r3.y, or wonder if I should move ba.:k Ee.s t for goo G. J she pushes 
at a piece of zucchini with the back of her for~ arci doesn't say a~ythi:r:g. 
But later that night or the next, she'll stBrt wo~ry~ag a~out her nsthna, 
v10ndering if s~e' ll have to give up !-:er job, 2nd if that ~'1appens, hmv 
sSe 1 ll get by on her m.m. In the kitchen not~~ she asks i::.e what w.y p:ans 
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are. She means tonight, will I need the car, but I think she's worrying 
again about my movi:r.g out. -'- yell, "::lor:'t bug mel All right?" 0~2.y ":rhen 
her shoulders hunch do I realize I didn't unCersta~d. I folC the heavy 
grocery bags, toss out the smaller ones rotten with w2ter, and go outside 
to sit in the sun. 
I ca~'t get used to mild ~eatter, when the sun o~ my arms just warms. 
In Boston by August my white cottoP- blouses were golden under the arms 
with sweat and wouldn't wash clean. Even freshly laundered, t:-te heat 
from the iron was like the sun again and brougtt out the souring snell. 
I washed my face often during the day, and r,.,1hen there ~vas no \Vater wiped 
my forehead with the corners of paper napkins, with shirt cuffs or bank 
receipts and stared at the 'atina of grease, as if t~e silver carbon of 
my fingertips were positive identification of \vho I might be. The 1-Ji!"l.dm.,~s 
of the trolley onened and riding home I put my head into the b7eeze. 
There's a strip of lawn along the driveway and a fence w~ere I sit 
and lear., listening for the brakes on the mail ~ruck. I've sat in the 
same pla2e so often a ~veeded half-circle the circumference of my ar-m 
and strands of torn up c~ickweed surround me. The gYass struggles fer 
the little sunmer water while t~e c!1ic:.Z1veeC!' s green and flowers. Because 
of the way it feels, the bac~ of my ha~d shivering cgainst the eJges of the 
blades, I follow the length of a long runner, lift and draw it free as 
or.e finger tightens with almost no motion ar01..:nd a root to pull. And 
for the relief I imagine in the grass. 
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When I close my eyes and tilt my head so the sun hits me full in the 
face, I imagine the pull of neck and throat is the reach to another face, 
but it makes me crazy, so I open my eyes again and concentrate on the 
things around me, saying "toleed, weed, weed until it's the only thing in 
my head. Or I follow in my mind the approach of streets as the mail 
marm works her way here: the high-windowed vieo;v homes of doctors and 
dentists whose thick packets of professional journals are folded once 
to fit their box; or the hills falling to the business district where a 
carrier on foot lifts letters from an open leather bag; other houses 
set back in woods at the edge of the city limits, their addresses still 
rural routes. 
The mail truck weaves its way up and down, up and down to here, a 
remnant of a street, where no one subscribes to much. But every afternoon 
about this time Audrey Burd and Huriel Cochran and old Hrs. Trm\1 whose 
husband is dead come out to the line of boxes. They look in, they look 
up and down the street, I have even seen Audrey Burd open the Trow's box 
a little and with one eye check to see if maybe the mail has cone but 
that day she got none. I listen for her voice through the fence, sniling 
1.rhen I hear the familiar drawl and in my head begin another letter, 
including bits of conversation froB the neighbors, as if I'm a stranger 
on sununer vacation, not Betty's Jeanie V7ho seems to be home to stay. 
From her porch, Audrey calls to her husband in the garage. "Doyle, 
Doyle honey, c'mon and wash up for lunch, Doyle?" Her hair is in pin 
curls, her slippers are cloth and elastic. Hhen she calls him, her vowels 
hang above the tourquoise pickets and I wonder--fourteen years we've been 
next door neighbors--if her voice is mid-west or only Eastern Washington. 
Tonight she'll take down the pin curls and tease her bangs into a flower, 
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but I won't make four dollars this Saturday night, fifty cents an hour, 
a dollar past midnight, for closing the door behind them, putting Pammy 
and Pete to bed too late. 
I sat in the living room on the edge of their brocade couch, heard 
hair spray circle in the bathroom like bees. When they left, the kids were 
still out playing in the light after the sun goes down, long silences on 
the street, then the tin trip of a can sailing down hill. I drink Diet 
Fresca with the television turned up loud. On the console was a picture 
of Doyle, nineteen and in the Navy, taken on a slant so his cap crossed 
the top left corner and his white writing--Yours forever Doyle--angled 
across the bottom, every third letter lost in the white of his tie. I 
called the kids in, when the street lights had been on about an hour, to 
popcorn in separate bowls. During the commercials, Pete, just seven, 
imitated the actors, drawing his hand across my neck, falling and 
leaning froP. my arms, looking into my eyes as if he knew. Pammy, older, 
stared at her brother, at the lovers on TV and tried to laugh, but her 
voice edged toward wildness and small spasms moved over the muscles of 
her back. She always seemed about to ask me a question, but when I 
stopped to let her talk, she'd stammer and twirl away. 
Smells tumbled f~om the kid's closets--underwear, turtles, Avon 
perfume. I was a skinny silhouette in the doorway when I turned off the 
lights and said, 11 go to sleep." They cried, "read to me, stay v ..Tith me, 
I'm afraid of the dark," and lay awake for a long time with their eyes 
open. 
The walls of the small house turned cold at midnight. I lay on 
the couch with an afghan gathered under my feet and in my hands, hearing 
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only the background music on the late show, an ominous strain like a 
dry branch end slowly scratching a window. The music increased when-
ever a woman walked to the edge of a river and looked down at the white 
water pouring over a mill wheel. A stout maniacal miller lured women 
inside, one after another, and threw them under the_ mill stone to be 
crushed. I t.,rasn 't at all frightened; the Ho!!)_en looked nothing like me. 
Their screams faded into the beginning of a used car commercial, woke 
me again at three. 
Pam is seventeen now. She dropped out of high school to take a job 
in a florist's shop, wrapping the sterns of carnations and paper silver 
leaves in tape \Vhite as bandaging. She doesn't seem to have a steady 
boyfriend, but boys in cars with raised back ends and wide wheels park 
in front of their house and let the engines idle. Pam must sit inside 
the house and listen for engines. As I sit pulling at the grass, a 
car drives up and she's out the door, half running, trying not to, a 
big girl \·lho' s awkward "'ihen she noves. She touc!-les her hair, runs her 
har.d across her bottom to smooth the double-knit pants. She's walked 
clear around the car, her fingers following the chrome edge of the hood, 
before she finally says, ':}!an, this is a beauty. W1lere'd you get her, 
Carl?" 
The boy stays in the car, but opens his door and puts one foot in 
the road. VJhen Pam talks, he turns down the radio to hear. She stands 
at the car door speaking in a nervous, rising voice, nodding at what-
ever he says. He pulls his leg back into the car and starts the 
engine for her. When he revs it, pine cones blo~ up the street behind 
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the silver exhaust pipes. 
He hasn't been there two minutes when Audrey is out on the front 
porch, craning her neck over the rhododendron the Burds planted when 
it was a spindly shrub with three branches. Now it's bushy and almost 
too high to prune. She walks out across the grass, not at all conscious 
of the pin curls in her hair or her slippers. 
"1..,1ell, would you look at that," she says, lowering her face and 
smiling Hidely at Carl. Hhen she stands there, one foot forHard and 
turned slightly out, her shoulders straight and held back, she looks 
as if she belonged in another neighborhood, one 1.;ri th long cars and 
dinner parties, but maybe the poise, the bright flirtatious smile, was 
something all ·~; .. Jomen used to know. 
A detail in the car's interior makes her cup her hand to the 'VJindmv 
and peer in. The fellO\,r tries to catch Pam's eye, but she's looking 
at her mother. She seems more at ease letting Audrey talk and 
stands behind her, so tall she rises out of her mother's left shoulder. 
Pam follows her from window to window as Audrey remer:1bers hm·J, when 
she was seventeen, she knew the sound of every make of car her boyfriends 
drove and could tell it was Doyle's Chrysler when it was still a block 
away. The boy closes the door and starts the engine one more time; 
Audrey tilts her head and laughs like a girl. 
''Hill you listen to them pipes?" she says and raises her eyes to 
Pam's. 
The sun is shuttered in the trees of the empty lot do"n the hill, 
but breaks out in dusty streams between branches. I tip my face until 
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the light presses on my eyes and starts to sting under the lids. Just 
as suddenly there's s~ade. The car, irridescent blue, coasts past with 
two long honks, the back end lifting even higher as it jerks into gear 
at the foot of the hill. ~or a long time after they've gone, I stare 
at the corner where they turned out of sight; the grassy ditch, the 
yellow hydrant, the brown house that last year was blue. 
We made each surruner's camp in the vacant lot, beneath the limbs 
of a t·Jild currant, a round airy space where we imagined animals slept. 
NovJ crows in the top boughs scream. They've moved into the trees 
'itJhile I was away and prey on garbage. Some mornings I find cellophane 
meat trays scattered over the back yard with deep claw narks dra1\rn 
through. As I tJatch, one opens its talons above a high branch and 
tries to land where another is already perched, snapping its wings and 
cawing until the first is forced away. I ~ust have heard them last 
might or felt a wing close in my sleep. In my small room where the 
walls are still bare, I jerked awake and lay in the darkness trying to 
hear over my startled breathing something in the silence outside, but 
nothing moved in the trees at the window or stood out among the branches. 
And then I felt unde~ the covers ~y own fingers, tapping lightly, 
rapidly against the side of my breast in a wilci rhythE of dots and 
dashes, as if I were trying to get a message out, as if r;ly body were a 
resistance novement 's precious radio. one that must be used, kept ".-Jarm, 
hidden so its m·;ner won't be caught. 
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Water is seeping from the Cochran's lawn and braiding dov.rn the hill. 
I've left the sprinkler in one place too long. They're away on vacation, 
with their small trailer and little dogs, gone to park at a church 
ranch. I look after the house, bring in the mail, v1ater their mossy 
lmm. Slowly, I get up and pick up their mail from yesterday, an 
electric bill and a catalogue from Hiles Kinble, and walk over to their 
yard, turning through pages of ice tongs and gun~ed address labels and 
vests for little dogs, looking up every few steps to redirect myself 
to,;ard their dcive;;ay. The grass »here the trailer had been parked 
is long and \Vhite, and against the lav1n, looks pale as the skin of a 
wound just healing. I think of the tailer now parked by a river, 
the Cochran's in lawn chairs at angles to each other, av:ay from the 
dust off the road. 
When their house tvas first built, it was exactly like ours and the 
others in the block: tt~~o bedrooms, sliding glass doors, the closets in 
all the same places, but they've added a carport, a shed and an upstairs 
bedroom, even a second driveway for their son's cars. The driveway's 
full of car parts, engines up on blocks, bodies \Ji th rusting tire VJells, 
there may even be some ~otorcycle parts Curt thinks eventually hetll be 
able to use. Ee's been rebuilding an old Impala for years. All the 
windovJs of the car are Tilissing so at night when I drive past and look 
up the driveway, there's no interior to the car. It absorbs the 
shadot·JS from the yard, vJhile the body, under the street lartlp, lightens. 
Some Saturdays, Curt corees home to work on his car. He drinks Coke 
on ice and leaves negatives of his fingerprints on the glass, on all 
the tools, on the cream and powder blue chassis of the one car that's 
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going to run on the parts of the others. He ~..ripes his hands on blue 
coveralls and the tools on a rag that looks like it was torn from boys 
pajamas. We gretv up together, but when he talks to ne now, he's like 
a lifeguard who's awkward on shore, who loves the cold days when the 
children are gone. I probably make hin uncomfortable, the way I lose 
track of the conversation and find nyself staring at his face, at the 
jat·l that's rough and needs shaving, but I can't believe it's CC, who 
searched through the pieces of a model plane and just as I noticed the 
first black hairs on the side of his face, found the wing decal. 
He kissed his mom right on the lips, his father too, everyone in 
the family kissed. Whenever so~eone was going away I'd be there on the 
edge of the driveway, one finger in the back loop of CC's husky boy's 
jeans, trying to keep my thinner outline behind and inside of his, but 
staring around his shoulder when Mr. Coc!lran v:ho tv as alv..~ays joking 
brought his face up to his wife's face and lost his smile. I memorized 
the angle of their hands, their mouths and eyes as they curved until 
I thought my own arrr.s without hesitation could curve in the same way. 
When his dad car.::te over to kiss CC goodbye, I pulled far back, but my 
head lifted just the sa~e. 
In the bounds of our tvm yards, CC knevJ the best hiding places and 
during the long games that began under the streetlight, its globe 
scaled with burned moth v.:ings, he'd v:hisper, "I've got a great place.n 
He squeezed between their back rockery and the fence a neighbor built 
against it~ unafraid of the ferns drooping into the damp wedge of space 
or crawled through the sharp holly beneath my bedroom window 
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to the crawl space under our house. We ran back from the street as 
CC's brother, intent on the direction of our footsteps, counted in an 
absent voice He could hear until the leaves and branches '"e waded 
through to the hiding place rustled too loud at our heads. We settled 
down touching nothing that YJOuld move and give us a"t.·Jay. 
At night I could look sideways out my bedroom window and see the 
ceiling light in CC's room; he could see the patch of light my room 
threv; on the grass. I was fourteen, closing the math book on a folded 
sheet of paper, the assignnent half done. Outside my vrindow I heard 
the dry sound of leaves as they lightly thrashed. I thought it "'as 
wind in the holly or the Cochran's marmelade cat who moused in the 
craccl space, but the leaves kept shifting, edging fon,ard. For a 
moment there vras nothing but the quiet, then a low sha!'p 11 ouch. 11 I 
leaned out the window and said, "CC~ is that you?" but there v:as no 
answer and the light from ny room reflected off the near leaves, so I 
couldn't see below. Shutting the vrindow, I w~alked over and stood by 
the door, not sure what I should do. Hy mom was asleep and hadn't 
heard me whispering, so I turned off the light and stood ~vith my back 
to the \·rindow. A half moon outside whitened the floor around Iily feet. 
I watched the arms of my shadow lift and the bulk of a sweater drawn 
off. The bare shadow v1avered on the floor, short and off to one side, 
then the arms rose again to the sleeves of a cotton nightgown. On the 
floor the sleeves were oval lights. Hhen I'd gotten into bed, the 
leaves of the bushes knocked into each other and footsteps ran down 
the side of the house. 
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Last year while I was in New York, CC married a girl he'd met at a 
dance. I saw her at Christmas. When they sat together in the Cochran's 
kitchen, she looked away fro~ him at the same time she lay her long nail-
ed fingers on his wrist. I'd just gotten a letter describing the 
,,,redding--CC was neYvous and the guests had nev.~spapers tented over their 
heads because of a light rain--when another letter cane saying CC had 
run away. He was in Alaska half a year before he moved back and took a 
job in a gas station. The red stitching on his coveralls says Dick's 
Chevron, the station across frow the high school, not far from here. 
Last Saturday when I was ie the front yard warming up to go running 
and CC was in their drivetvay working on his car, he called me over to 
ask about life in the East, shaking his hair that \Vas heavy with grease 
as if he couldn't imagine Boston and knew enough about himself that 
he 1 d never v;rant to go. I r.vas uneasy, knmving I • d have to talk about 
r;,yself. 
11You graduate yet?n he asked. 
nYeah, finally, 11 I said, sitting dov,m on the rockery I~rs. Cochran 
hates to '•eed. I held my hand in front of my eyes to block the sun's 
glare on the fender. 
CC asked, "What will you do now? Will you go back there?" 
I brought my hand away fron my face and put it docm in the purple 
heather. I said, "CC~ I'm not sure. I always felt like a stranger 
there, like if I went one street further than I'd already been, I'd 
never get back. But now, I don't know. I can't stay here.n 
CC nodded, rubbing a wrench with his cloth. 
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I told him about the blizzards and drifts of dirty snm1, about the 
men who sell mittens and scarves right -on the street during 1.vinter. He 
nodded, but didn't say anything. He started to talk about his car, 
about the work that was left to be done before he could take it out 
on the highway. Popping an ice cube out of his Coke he held it to the 
inside of his arm, the muscle shuddering for an instant against the 
cold, then he let the ice slide down his skin. Looking at the trail 
of \.Vater, he said, "That's ho~~ it's gonna run, Jeanie. That smooth." 
lvith the Hiles Kictble catalogue and the electric bill against my 
shirt, I back into the chucking sprir.kler and drag it across the yard 
by the hose, then run two steps to be out of its reach. In the deep 
shade of the Cochran's porch, scarlet begonias grow in planter boxes 
along the edge and unlocking the front door, I drop the ~ail on a 
sv;ivel chair where it slides dov!n the other days' mail and ~edges 
behind a cushion. As I walk back down the driveway, past the car with 
its dashboard of empty holes, the sun makes me shiver and I cross my 
arms, holding my hands where they bend. 
This mid-July boredom, I might as well be ten again, after the 
fiftieth assent to the treehouse, after all the afternoons kicking out 
over a bluff,waiting for the rope to lose slackness and swing me in a 
circle back. Or a teenager with the radio turned around to an open 
window on the back yard, not wanting to come in until I've heard a song, 
the one song I know they' 11 play. Nmv, even \Vhen I wake up early with 
plans to run, after I stretch my calves pushing against the side of the 
house and put my glasses beside me in the wet grass~ I lie dowTL with 
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one leg be~t back like a tun!ler, bt..:t instead of strair:ir..g fon·m:-d Ur:';til 
the muscles pull 2lo~g t~e top of my thigh, I fall back, sudde~ly ti~ed. 
The !::ree li!nbs touch :in a circle above me, blurred as a ptoto of speed ar;d 
I don 1 t know~ t-Jhether any tl-::oug!1t will come to get me up, r.10v::!..ng again. 
Only at nigl1t when I want to fEll asleep do my muscles start to spring 
a~d flex, long to work witt the ground against tr,em. :!:n my room ,..,.~f th 
its small postcard windo~ on the ciar~ sky, I picture space, a la~dscape 
of unfamiliar colors, and all t~e things a body shoulC do. 
The rust-edged flags of the mailboxes are sti:i..l upr-ight. I walk 
back fro!!l the Cochra'!:1. 1 s drivet-;ay and throY.· myself O!:. tbe srass, but I 
can't sit still. I stand '-lp and bend f:-orn t~e ~vaist, start going through 
the v.rarrr.-u:ps thini:ing I'll ru~ after aJ.:. I :ink my fingers around my 
foot ar.d lean dom1~ holding ~y face agai!1St my J.eg, refusing to let t~e 
long tendor.s contract. At last I hea~ the po7 of a mAil box being openeG 
up tte street. I hold my ~ead up, then let it fall b~c~ between ~y legs 
when t~e blood is slow to reach it. As the truck coasts dovm to our 
boxes, Audrey stands on ~er side of the fence. Across the street old 
Mrs. ?row walks across he~ ya~d, stop?ing to pick up Yose petals from 
tte lal•,m. Holding each .:amilies' mail betv.1een 2. different finge:-~ the 
mail marm takes out t~i.e letters slanted inside the box an::l slides in 
today's mail. I':::. sayir.g weed, weeC., ~veed so I won'~ thir..k about a letter 
and what it might say, :,ut when I see ov.r !nail leave her ha:-:d, a packe!: 
of coupo~s, a magazine st'.bscription offer, nothing 1 ... ~ritten by h;:;:nd, all 
my energ)7 goes out in one breath and I know I v.mn' t run. I try to talk 
~vith the mail mar17'.~ bu~ she stops in the middle of 2 sentence, looking 
curiously at my face, and. T real:!_ze I :1aven't ~eard ,..rhat s!':e said. 
In the backyard, out of sight from the street, I lie on the dry 
singed grass and stare up at the trees. In winter storos the old firs 
lose their lowest branches so now they are almost nothing but tall 
trunks. The lowest branches, sixty feet from the ground, hang like vJOo]" 
balls on an old sweater, waiting to be torn off. At the other end of the 
yard is a maple, planted when I ~:·Jas six and used every year after to 
measure me against. There are three photos in my mom's scrapbook of the 
tree and I: the first ~:vith a fe\v leaves at my head, both our limbs like 
kindling; later, another rny hands clasped in the maple's first fork; and 
t~e most recent, taken before I left for college, with the fork several 
feet from my head and the leaves just pointing into the fra~e. Its shape 
is from a child~s illustration of a tree, full and oval, t~e leaves a 
random mass of green. ~-Jhenever I come home on vacation and l:\1alk around 
the corner of the house, I halt, amazed, that without any attention, with 
only our gratitude that it should still exist, it has grov:rn up to be so 
beautiful. 
\\find catches nmv in the leaves and diverts a damp \Vind. I feel like 
I felt on Fridays in Boston, after work, ~hen ~y friend The Loss and I 
went dmvn to Quincy Harket, sat at an outdoor table and drank. He would 
tell me about his parents ~vho had retired to Florida, his sister 'l:vho made 
porn movies in Nev.~ York, his best friend Irwin the Acto~ Hho got a part 
with Zero Mastel a week before Zero died, the landlord of his tenament 
apartment Hho kicked him out because he thought The Loss ~:vas a narc, 
his first degree in Comparative Literature, his second in counseling, 
his job down the hall from r:1e as a \·mrd processor, his applications to 
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graduate school and law school, his thirtieth birthday still four years 
away. We sat on the same side of the table, looking across the red 
brick mall. I listened, sometimes only seemed to listen, and hidden 
behind his words I could look on all of it, the professional women 
with packages from good shops, the black teenagers who shook their change, 
the old counles in visors looking up at every on the brick, and not feel 
the threat of strangers' closeness. A breeze off the harbor flapped at 
my shirt and bent back the civic trees. 
Late one afternoon a lightening storm carne up quickly from the east 
with jagged, bruise-colored clouds and within minutes rain slaked down, 
running over the lettering on shop windovJ.s, coating the brick. The Loss 
had an umbrella and after s"~;.;rallo'I:Jing the rest of our drinks, l;·Je walked 
toward Jaymarket, half under eaves so water poured down around us, splash-
ing my sandals and feet. I 1;.;ras a little drunk and brushed into him as we 
vJalked, stumbling~ saying excuse me, asking -;.vhether anything with his 
sister in it was playing in town. A butcher, his wide apron scraped 
with red, called "Chicken, chicken, fish" and a fat woman covered her 
bins of hard candy and sat back on a stool to smoke. This late in the day 
farmers sold what Has left cheaply. We bought a pint of strawberries, 
not quite ripe, and bit off the tips with their hard close seeds. I 
held one by the hull for The Loss and felt his teeth scrape against my 
fingers. 
We threvJ out the basket at the gar-bage can in front of the T. The 
Loss shifted the umbrella in his hands and I was thinking how thin his 
fingers were, like a woman's when they rose and touched the bone along 
my face. 
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"Jeanie, will you come home with me?" His eyes were dark, like :::ilPd 
wood, and I avoj_Qeci meet ir_g them, acknowledging their neeC. On the 
subway ricie home, the car emerged outside the city center into the green-
ish light of dusK. He moved in jerks past blocks I didn't know, past 
the open windows of a?artme~t buildings where air conditioners drizzleC: 
onto the street. 
At dinner my ~om and I sit on either side of a corner af the table. 
Her sweatshirt sleeves are pushed above her elbows while she eats. There 
are a few square freckles on her arm and the skin is drawing into a 
diamond pattern, turning slightly translucent, like a cured rind of meat. 
lVhen there's just the two of us, we don't say much, but tonig~t it bothers 
my mom. She says I never tell her anything. S~e hears me on the phone 
at night, making long distance calls to friends who want to kQow wher. 
I'll be back. h'e talk about people we kne'v in school, w1-.o' s gotten jobs, 
who's split up, what movies we want to see. It's r:.ot ttat she wouldu_'t 
understand, but often, wher. I start to tell heY something, I'll see ~rom 
her face that her atte~tion's wandered off. I pause u~ti: she notices the 
silence. 
"I was listening," she'll say. 
Of her ow.;. day, I know that she works in an office vJith wome:1 and 
has share(. a ride into tm-m ,,,dth ~rs. Cochrai: for eigh:: years. Every 
other Friday they go out for lunch at a new restaurant and try a fancy 
drink, one with cocont:!t milk or blended fruit; nn their birt~dc~ys t~e 
other picks up the check. There's a big card or: the !!lantle signed by 
everyone in her unit that 'tvill stay on the mantle till the next time 
my mom cleans. \~en I'm home on vacation and want to borrow the car, 
I pick her up after work. She takes me through her section, leading 
me from desk to desk to introduce me to the new employees. 
"Rita, have you met my daughter, Jeanie?" she asks, and beams back 
at me. I always want to be char~icg then, to make up for all the times I've 
been mean. The younger 'tvomen, around my age, smile wryly and go on 'tvith 
tbeir work. \~en she's alone, my morn rn2kes dinner for herself the~ 
lies down to '<oJatch TV. She wakes on the couch late a-:= night, turr..s off 
the TV, the ligbts, and goes to bed. Hhen I stay overr.igh!: in Seattle 
v;ith a friend, the first thing I ask the next day is 'tvhether there was 
any mail. Hy mom's face looks puzzled for a momer:.t and then she'll say 
she forgot to look. For years she returneG sweepstakes forms and 
waited for an announcement of her wi~nings. She even talked about the 
rug she'd buy for the living room. I'·Iow she's annoyed that they spend 
so much money mailing the things. The end of the kitchen table is litter-
ed with junk mail, recipes clipped from the nev..rspauers, old scores from 
the bowling team. 
I wash the dishes and my mon goes into the living room, reads the 
newspaper and 'tvatches TV. \ffien its time for Love Boat, she calls me to 
watch it too. I sit on the couch in front of her, my back leaning into 
her knees. Halfway through the program she's fallen asleep, her mouth 
open, her breath difficult, as if it came up from her chest through trees. 
In high school, the sound of my key in the door woke her there. She'd 
raise her head up, her hair mussed, heY hand patting the coffee table 
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for her glasses, as the boy I'd gotten a ride home from stood formally 
at the door saying, ''Hmv do you do?" My mom, still half asleep, would 
look around and say soi!lething like, "The oven's at 300 degrees." I leave 
the TV on so the quiet won't wake her, put on my coat and find my car keys. 
But as I open the fro~t cioor, she raises up on one ar~. 
"Oh. You taking the car?" 
"Yea~. I thought I'd go for a drive." 
Her voice is sleepy. Nearsighted~ she smiles at what she only 
partially sees. "Okay, honey," she says, then gestures tm.,~ard the piano 
bench. "A new map carne in the mail today. hTould you put it in the 
glove compartment?" 
I staYt to close the door, but mom remembers she fell asleep half-
way through the TV show. 
I laugh and say, "They all enGed up together." 
The white Fairlane is dusty inside and still smells like Bailey, 
our beagle who died when I was seventeen, but the car's engine is smooth. 
I let it warm up in the driveway while I change the radio station ar.d 
adjust the rear view mirror. Light darts i~to my eyes and in the mirror 
I see the outline of the neighbors' roofs across the street. Turning o~ 
the overhead light, I open the map and spread it over the steering ~..rheel. 
The folds are crisp and the print green. My fingers trace the highway 
back from the Idaho border, through Union Gap and Usk. The road climbs 
over the mountain passes then starts the drop into Seattle. A box is 
drawn around the outskirts and it says, See DetR.il. h'hen I tur!1 the map 
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over I find the city pressed between the mountains and the Hater, narrow, 
like the shape of a heart's lobe lifted from the paper and enlarged. 
CONVE::iTIONS 
Matthew Reese 'i.vas tall and slender and his wife was not. She stood 
at his shoulder at the Portland airport, his suit bag folded over one arm 
and held against her body vrhile 11atthew looked out the windm·Js into a 
grainy fog. His flight had been delayed an hour, but now the fog was 
lifting and the flight's stewardesses had arrived in a group, each 
wearing a slightly different conbination of the airline's colors. 
"You don't have to wait anymore, really," he told Rhonda. She smiled 
out the window like a trooper and crossing her arms, pulled the clothes 
more tig~tly under her breast. 
"It's only a few r.tore r.1inutes. I couldn't get back to sleep anyway." 
She tried to sound bright, but her smile was strained. Matthew looked 
at a heavy jet, its tail rubbed out by the fog. Some passengers who had 
been dozing in the thinly padded chairs of the ~airing area began to form 
a line near where the couple stood. 
"Do you have your vita? 11 she asked him. 
"Yes,'' Nat thew said politely. 
"t.Jhat about the copies of the abstract?" 
His tongue ticked in his cheek. "Yes,'! he said again. 
At the reservations desk a nan announced the plane "t>Jould begin 
boarding. The doors to the gate opened and the line of passengers bega~ 
to file forward down the carpeted passageway. 11I'll call you from 
Chicago, 11 Hatthew said, lifting the clothes from his wife's arm. He 
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kissed her on the lips and stepped smoothly into the line, then had to 
stop only a few feet from her, as people backed up at the gate. Uncurling 
two fingers from around the hanger. he rubbed his nose and looked dmvn at 
the ground. Rhonda came to stand next to him. They stood silently, 
straining over the people in front to see duwn the passageway to 'i.vhe!"e it 
curved into the plane. When the line at last moved forward, Rhonda went 
up on her toes to kiss !1atthew's ear, but she stliD.bled slightly and her 
nose pressed into his neck. 
1'11 call you," he said again, and walked through the doors. 
His seat t-Jas midway back in the plane, against the trlindow. Two middle 
aged businessmen stopped in the aisle near his seat, checked their tickets 
and stowed their jackets in the storage racks above. Both men were 
thick. graying, and wore expensive digital watches which they checked 
frequently. Neither spoke to him; the man nearest Natthe•:,,;r pulled down his 
table tray and opened a brief case on it. As the plane taxied dm,m the 
runway, the men made marks in blue ink on a diagram and hardly seemed 
to notice when the ''heels left the ground and pulled up into the body 
vli th a hush. 
f!atthe\J did not fly often and >;vas nervous, in part because of the 
trip and the prospect of job interviews with three universities, in part 
because the sky~ as they climbed, remained a dense, close '\Vhite. He had 
gotten to bed late the night before, and now his head was dull and 
heavy, his nostrils already dry from the artificial cabin air. He had been 
up until tvlD retyping his vita ar.d packing. Rhonda said she would help, 
but the offer made Matthew feel guilty and he refused. Originally they 
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had planned to make the trip together, but as the convention grew near, 
Natthetv became tense, abrupt when the subject came up, until Rhonda 
said perhaps it would be a good idea for him to go alone. He 
consented readily, not knowing himself \·lhy he should feel relief. It was 
the first time they had been separated for more than a weekend in five 
years of marriage. Hatthew lowered his tray so he Hould not miss breakfast 
and fell asleep vlith his chin tucked in. 
The flight had a stopover scheduled in Denver, but about twenty 
minutes outside the city, the plane hit turbulence. The businessmen 
clicked their pens and slid them into their shirt pockets. Even after 
they had fastened their seat belts, they continued to v1atch the sign in 
the cabin, their shoulders forward, their eyes fixed and staring up. Matthew 
had never been in such rough weather. The plane hit an air pocket, fell 
softly as a bomb in a war movie, then tipped up with a jolt. A few rm;s 
ahead someone gasped. Pressed into his seat by the force, Matthew 
looked back to the businessmen. Their palms were moist with sweat and 
on the face of the man next to him ne\J beard coarsened the pores. It t-.ras 
not at all like a roller coaster ride. The plane remained level, but would 
lift or drop with stunning suddeness. Twisting around, Matthetv saw two 
stewardesses seated on either side of the rear door, wearing shoulder 
harnesses, but calmly, their legs dra'tvn to one side, as if this 'tVas 
simply something one must wait through. Like mercury, t~e droplets of 
rain on the tvindow wavered in a mass then streamed back. Matthew v1as 
exhilarated. He closed his eyes and tried to sense when the weightless 
plane would meet the necessary resistance and catch once again. 
After a safe landing in Denver, both captains came to the head of 
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the cabin and murmured apologies for the rough flight to the debarking 
passengers. The ttvo businessmen shrugged their suit jackets back on over 
damp shirts and left without a second glance. Matthew stood up at his 
seat, bending so his head didn't hit the overhead lights as music 
>~ashed through the cabin. 
His heart was pounding and he walked to the rear of the plane and 
back w:.th a l·Jide smile. He could only think t!1at the years of making 
notations in his study, the nights in a narrow library carroJ, coming 
home after Rhonda tv as asleep, were over. He settled back into his 
seat as new passengers boarded. Theplane's huge turbines moved the body 
slm~'lY forward, the cabin shudciering slightly as the vJheels left the 
ground. Looking out. Eatthew felt as if he were the wing of the plane, 
swept over with wind, incredibly lifting up. 
It was early evening when the plane flew over the grid of lights outside 
Chicago, late evening before they finally received clearance to land at 
O'P.are, but }1atthew was not at all tired. During the flight he met two 
other people on their way to the convention--Porter, a young editor fro~ 
a Los Angeles paper and Diane, a doctoral candidate from Salinas, who 
each harl arranged interviews for teac!l.ing jobs. The three took a cab from 
the airport into town and decided to meet in the hotel bar at ten-thirty 
for drinks. 
The lounge was a s·h7ar!1py blue color and empty except for three or four 
couples in separate, semi-circle booths meant for large groups. Apia~ist i~ 
a tuxedo played }iy Funny Valentine at the edge of a SMall dance floor, but 
only one couple was dancing. With the convention begi~ning in the morning, 
Natthel.-7 had expected to find a c!'mvd of people, and felt unccnfortchle ir.. the dim 
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lounge. After <Jalking past several booths, he recognized Porter, his 
elbo,Js flat on the table, his hands bracing a drink. 
11You certainly look the part of a reporter," Matthe~v said, sliding 
around the vinyl seat. 
ni knovJ, 11 Porter answered. "I'm up to five on the ten warning signs 
of alcoholisn. Have a drink so I won't be drinking alone.'' 
nJust one,'' Matthev.J cautioned. "I '11 drink Hildly after I've got a 
job." 
The two men were very different in appearance though the candlelight 
on the table shadowed their faces in much the same way. Porter's talk 
was as loose as his misshapen courdoroy sports jacket. He had the thick 
hair of an animal a child might pat. Matthev.J ·Has very neat, almost 
stern in appearance, and he spoke in complete sentences. His words never 
lost their slightly formal quality even when he relaxed. One reason he 
had chosen to teach journalism rather than to work on a newspaper was his 
unease in rapidly changing situations. His pla~ to become a professor 
suited tis sense of decorum. 
"How many intervietvs do you have?" Porter asked after he'd ordered 
Natthew a scotch. 
"Three. I sent out sixty resumes, each with a personal cover letters 
but I only received three positive responses. I understand that it's an 
achievement to have any interviews, jobs are so scarce, but it VJas 
discouraging. Your professional experience on a newspaper must have 
helped <Jhen you started applying for jobs." 
1
'1-!mm," Porter nodded. "The convention is pretty much a formality. 
I'll be at the University of Oregon next year--if the prospect of having 
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mature, professional relationships ~,lith all those freshman girls doesn it 
depress me first. 1·lhat school's are considering you?" 
1~atthe\v 's scotch had arrived and he was surprj_sed to find himself 
drinking half the squat tumbler in three quick S'-Jallows. !le was more 
anxious about this trip t~an he'd admitted. 
"One job's in Texas. another in Arizona~ but neither are tenure 
positions," he explained. 11Both want a Mass Communications instructor 
for the introductory courses. I'm never sure \Vhether 1 i11ass' refers to 
the subject or to the size of the course,'! Matthe..J sniled slightly, but 
Porter was stirring his drink. " The third, probably the most promising, 
is at Richter College. That's near L.A. Do you knov..~ of it?! 1 
Porter made a pitiful face. "In the crotch of two interstates. And 
conservative--their student newspaper makes Hearst's yellow journalism 
look like a sunr:ing tan. 11 
Porter clearly was not a judicious source, and yet Natthew was 
dismayed to have his future treated so lightly. 
Diane found them in the dim light and sltd into the booth next to 
f1a t thew. She wore the sane tailored dress he had noticed on the plane 
and there was an engaging look of anticipation in her eyes. If she were 
nervous, ~1atthew thought, it v:ras the nervousness of someone who kne·H 
she would succeed. 
Porter greeted her. 
tomorrow. 11 
11}!atthe'.·l was just telling I!le about his intervie\\15 
"And Porter was telling me hov.~ dismal my brightest prospect is." 
Diane looked at }fat thew knov;ringly. nThe journalist's clever cynicism. 
They find gloom in a blue summer sky." 
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Porter nodded in agreenent. "The sun makes me sneeze." 
"\-There are you being interviewed?" Diane asked. She spread one hand 
on the table and layed the other in her lap. 
Matthew answered the questions again, the drink making him even more 
expressive. When he mentioned the small Los Angeles college, Diane said, 
"I know that school. I had a friend who taught in the Romance Language 
department." 
Porter gasped in disbelief. "Romance languages? I'll bet they've 
got one course in Spanish for medical personnel." 
"Oh, stop it," Diane lai..Ighed. Hatthew was smiling too, glad to have 
an ally in Diane and yet not at all sure that Porter was so far off. 
At a pause in the conversation, Diane watched the couple on the 
dance floor. In spite of the l!lusic they danced -,lith enthusiasm. Obviously 
practiced, even their deep leans and quick kick steps seemed in control. 
1-ihen the piano's last notes "ar.dered off the high keys, the t•'o stood 
together, poised brightly. 
11V.'ho do you think they are?" Diane asked. 
"A couple celebrating their third ,;vedding anniversary?" 1'1atthev..7 
suggested. 
"That's dull," Porter said. Natthew smiled ruefully and rubbed his 
left hand. Neither he nor his wife wore rings so there was no way of 
knmving he was r.1arried, and yet, spread:i_ng his hA.nd over the candle, he 
was always surprised when people didn't knO\o.'. 
"I think they're havin~ an affair~" Diane said . 
.Matthe'i-V looked at her curiously. "VJhat makes you think so?" 
Porter leaned forward conspl-ratorily. "They're talkir.g to each 
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other. 11 
"You are cynical," Diane said. 11But there is something secret 
between them." She looked at J.latthew slowly. "They keep finding each 
other's eyes." 
nTell you what, 11 Porter said. "We'll go dance next to them and 
try to overhear something.n 
Hatthew tipped his glass for the ice water at the bottom of his drink, 
then motioned toward the door. 
"I think I' 11 go up to bed. I 'tv ant to look lively for those inter-
. " Vle\.~S, 
Diane touched the sleeve of his shirt. "Matt, good luck. Then she 
added with a determined nod, "Good luck to us all." 
Although it was twelve o'clock, at home in Portland it was only nine, 
and Hatthe'-'J could not yet sleep. He lay in bed an hour, unaccustomed to 
the light weight of the hotel blankets over him. He got up and reread 
the letters he had been sent to check the tiQeS of his interviews. He 
throught of calling Rhonda, but Hhat could he tell her? That he'd met an 
attractive ~·loman on the plane? From the hotel room, the sound of tires 
slapping •det snow could be heard for another hour. Natthew woke at five, 
when the street noises began again. 
Lying on the gold polyester bedspread, Matthew read from a recently 
published book in his field and uaited for morning. He was afraid he 
would lose track of time and miss his first appointment, so at the bottom 
of each page he looked up to check the folding alarm clock on the night 
stand. The book was by a corrur.unications historian at Texas, where Hatthev..T 
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w~as being considered for a position. and dealt with means of communication 
betvJeen settlers and Indiar.s during the frontier wars; Hatthe.w's O\JD 
thesis had asked similar questions about the interaction between the 
patriots and royalists during the Revolutionary war. He read the final 
chapter in the book first and was heartened to find many conclusions he 
also had ~ade--common people continued their lives, trading, working, 
traveling. continuing as neighbors to those v;ho \.JOUld soon be the enemy. 
The decisions of generals and politicians began to increase the tensions 
and then violently divide the groups, and yet communication continued in 
less direct \Vays. On the back of a room service menu, Natthe-..:\T made a fev1 
notes. He thought he might be able to point out the parallels between 
his work and the professor's during the interview. 
His suitJ his first three-piece-suit, had been returned from the 
hotel laundry freshly pressed. In the mirror, the vest's gray satin 
back had a flat metal sheen. He pulled the jacket up his arms, then 
shook the s~oulders into place. His dark blond hair had been cut three 
weeks earlier so it would be neat, and yet not look freshly cut. 
Anxious about the upcoming interviews, he tv as unable to follow the 
convention's opening address. His habit, when he felt inattentive, was 
to take notes and so force himself to listen. He aeaded a note pad with 
the title of the address, 'Hhat is Hrong \-lith Journalism Education2' 
0nder the first entry he t·;rote, '1fuat 's Hrong with education?' and then 
more distractedly, 'What is wrong?' He looked over the seated level of 
heads in the ballroo~ for Porter or Diane, but he couldn't distinguish 
either. Finally, at ten-thirty, he took the hotel's carpeted elevator to 
the twelfth floo::- and walked down a soundless hall to the suite ;,here 
so 
his interview was to take place. The door was ajar and Matthew walked 
in, surprised at once to see three other young men, all in three-piece-
suits, sitting in straight-backed chairs along the opposite wall. Coffee 
and hard-looking pastries were on the table near the door, but none of 
the candidates seemed to be eating. 
The immediate sense of competition made t~e room stiff and humorless. 
He had forgotten that other people with equally good credentials were 
also applying for the sane jobs, wanting very much to teach a!.1d work, 
and he felt suddenly defeated. He wanted all of them, himself too, to 
eat a doughnut and greet the departffient-head's handshake with glazed, 
sticky fingers. Instead, he sat do'm and mentally found fla,:s in 
each of the other's appearance. 
When he had been in the room the longest, the chairman, Lorne 
Johnson, opened an inner door and showed Matthew to a deep, plush chair, 
the type of low seat one has to struggle to get up from. >!atthew felt less 
and less like lean~ng forward as the interveiw progressed and it became 
clear that neither Johnson nor the other faculty member present, a Mr. 
Hutch, had even read his abstract. They were very cordial as they explained 
the job market, the decline in enrollment at colleges across the country, 
how there .. ,..;;rere many more excellent candidates than there \vere positions~ 
but that they were looking closely at his credentials. They had repeated 
the same words to several other candidates already. 
At a pause in the conversation, MatthevJ said, "I wondered if Scott 
Lev.1is might not be at the convention. I've just been reading his new 
history." 
At the mention of Lev:ris's name~ the two mer. glanced at each other. 
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Johnson lowered his chin into his turtle neck sweater. "Actually, 
it's Lewis' position we're filling. He was denied tenure last spring and 
will be leaving." Hatthe~J tried to speak positively of his own thesis, 
but the tension had already been created. There was little left of the 
interview. 
The appointment 't·Jith Arizona went Much the same. Instead of two 
faculty members, there v;ere three and the chairman, Myril George; there 
were no other candidates waiting in the outer suite YJhen HatthevJ walked 
in. But from the moment the questioning began, 1-:atthew felt as frustrated 
as he had mailing resume after resume to schools. 
"Reese? 11 George asked, knocking a pipe against his palm. 
"Yes, that's right." 
''You know this is strictly a one-year appointment? A tenure-track 
position may open up next year, but frankly, it's not likely to be in 
broadcast." 
"Hy speciality is history, 11 l'-1atthew corrected him politely. 
"History?" The professor set his pipe in an ashtray and looked at 
the papers more closely. 
nLawrence Reese, San Diego?" 
1:No. Hat thew Reese, Portland, 11 and then he added to himself, "Nowhere 
near San Diego." Beyond the area where the two sat talking, Matthew 
could see t•w double beds, their gold spreads pulled tightly under the 
pillo"'s. 
Late for lunch, Matthe" slipped in the back of the bar.quet hall. He 
was gratef11l for the uninvolved conveYsation of strangers at the table; 
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being from Portland always invited interest and he was able to talk to 
the others about the city with some fondness, and contain his deep 
disappointment. Thinking back, he could tell himself that actually, there 
\Vas little to regret. Those jobs \vould not have allowed him to continue 
his research or teach courses in his area of expertise. The intervie\vs 
were a glir.tpse of what his position as a ne\v faculty mer.1ber vmuld have been--
one of deference and near annonymity. Despite Porter's comments the previous 
night about Richter College, Matt~ew was optimistic about the remaining 
interview. 
A tenure track position at even a small school was an achievement. 
It \Vas a job where he night advance, where he vJould have some influence, 
some say. 
When Hatthew knocked at room 2012, the faculty representative> Evaline 
Hav;ley greeted him herself. She explained that the chairman was sick, 
food poisoning from last night's fish, but that she would be making final 
reco:r.unendations, anyway. He had expected a v1oman 't.Jho v.mre low> dark shoes 
and so was surprised and pleased to meet a tanned woman of about 36 in a 
loose flowered dress whose shoes looked more fashionable than comfortable. 
Only after they had spoken at the door and Rawley showed him into the room, 
did he realize the school had not reserved a suite, and that the interview 
was being held in her o~~ room. There was or.ly one chair near the 
night-stand and liatthe'W had the sinking realization that he v.rould be 
expected to sit on the bed. 
Hawley explained that she had called rooli! service, but had no luck 
in getting another chair. 
"The big schools have suites, but you'll find Richter much less forrnrt1. 
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We don't have the money for formality. You probably gathered that 
from the position you applied for--the combination of associate professor 
and advisor to the newspaper. r: 
There was something casual in her nanner, indeed in the very interview 
''hich rr.ade Hat thew uncomfortable. although he was encouraged to hear 
her speak as if he might learn about Richter first hand. And unlike the 
previous interviewers, she had requested the dissertation and had read parts 
of it. Now she asked about his work. 
"fhe~e are levels of communication going on at even the most isolateG 
noments. that's something of your conclusion, isn't it?" As she spoke, 
Hm·Jley leaned over her shoes and eased them off. Hatthe·;;.J tried to hold 
his posture on the bed anr: not Jist to one sirle. 
"Well. it's not quite so neatly summarized," he said, keeping a 
modest tone in his voice. 
11No, of cou!'se. I didn't mean to simplify. You must find making 
summaries of any kind a betrayal to all the years youtve spent with your 
research." She pulled her hair back at the temple with her fingers and 
held them there like a comb. Then she smiled at him openly. t:Tell me a 
little more about your work." 
For the first time that day Matthew was able to talk about his 
dissertation in some depth. He spoke warmly, relating his topic to 
several central areas of journalisre study. He even joked lightly at his 
mvn expense. When he had spoken for about ten minutes, anstvering her 
occasional questions, Natthew looked up, hoping he concealed his anxiety 
about ~vhat she might say. 
Hawley gave a pained exprP-ssion~ shrugged apologetically, and leaned 
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over to rub her toes. Matthew started on the bed and almost lost his 
balance. The \Voman appeared not to not ice and smi1 ing again said, 
''Well, let me tell you something about the job. 11 
Natthe"' tried to follow her description carefully, but the eratic 
circling of her foot darted in and out of the corner of his eye. He 
heard her detail a heavy teaching load, but found himself more concerned 
that as her foot swung across the carpet, she see~ed about to stub her 
toe. He forced himself to make eye contact, at the same time he was 
conscious of his shifting weight on the bed. Her foot circled once more 
and flexed. 
11 
••• and three hours four days a week with the net\~spaper staff," she 
was saying. !'Have I mentioned the salary? Of course, it was listed in 
the job notice. It's not very much to begin with, but you'll be eligible 
for merit raises at the end of each year. 11 
As the intervie'>v concluded. Hav1ley assured him that his candidacy would 
be closely considered and that he ~10uld be notified Hithin six Heeks if 
he had made the finalists. Matthew shook her hand warmly. He thought of 
making a humorous remark about her uncomfortable shoes, but wasn't sure that 
would be correct. He STiiled once again in gratitude and left. 
A reception sponsored by several Chicago journalism schools was held 
that night in the large, ornate room which was once the Chicago Stock 
Exchange. NatthevJ watched hires elf drink scotch in forty-foot mirrors 
lit by polished brass candelabras. Under crystal-strung chandeliers, he 
danced with Diane. her dark dress swinging out and brushing her calves. 
The ceiling of the hall was a great dome, painted '"ith pale green and 
deep reds, three vmmen bent naked over a pool tvhile a huntsman dravJing a 
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quiver stood ready in the bushes behind them. Xatthew stared in wonder 
at the great space the painting filled and the dark edges around the done 
that seemed to hold the night. Diane had been talking with so~e other 
people when he noticed the dome. When she turned from the~, he gestured 
to-ward the ceiling, but instead of looking up agair., he watched her 
face, rising in wonder as she comprehended the scene above. Her cbeeks 
were flushed \:vi th !!lovemen t. 
Porter made his 't·Jay toward them~ gesturing his drink at the awesomeness 
of the roo!!\. 
':I've never seen such a beautiful hall," said Matthew. 
'~Is the painting froi!i some myth?" Diane asked. 
11 In the old stock exchange?" Porter pointed to the huntsman. "That's 
the spirit of American capitalism. And one of those ladies is about to 
be robbed of her natural resources." 
Diane shook his elbm·J. Porter linked her art:! and asked, '!Shall we 
take a turn on this grand and elegant dance floor? 1 ' 
}1atthe'I:J leaned against a great carved chair and followed their 
r::~ovement across the room. There YJas not one aspect of Diane's person-
ality he could isolate as compelling, only that when she turned, there, 
on the dance floor, so~ething inside him stirred. He caught his 
m;.Jn reflection across the roon, not at all fluid, but very deliberate. 
It's heaviness startleG him and taking two deep swallows of his drink, 
Hatthe'l:v tried to calr.: a rising sense of panic. The cro';Vd around him ,..;as 
doubled in the mirrors: the dark ceiling and large figures painted overhead 
pressed in. He quickly finished his drink and iF~ediately felt his head 
begin to fog. He had lost Diane and Porter in the crowd. Sliding 
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between people, he made his way dov:n the floor, stopping at the bar for 
a third scotch. He thought he saw Evaline Hawley reflected at an angle 
in the mirror, but turning around, couldn't locate the figure he'd 
seen. Matthew stood at a high windo~v which was v.7rapped in a dark 
velvet curtain drawn back as if at the start of a play. He reached his 
hand out to the fabric, but feeling it, shrunk back from the weight. 
Diane and Porter found him standing there. Wisps of hair clung to 
her forehead and she brushed them with a wrist. Porter offered to 
go for drinks and w~hen he Vias gone, Diane took a step closeT to Hatthew 
and put her hand under his suit jacket) drawing him near. I11stead of 
meeting her eyes, ~e watched their movements in the mi~rors. Her knee 
was bent slightly between his legs and, was that his hand touching the back 
of her neck? Above them in the nirror were the forreal furnishings of an 
earlier time~ gold leaf, brass and the drapes. !·!atthew's voice broke 
as he spoke and his words followed in the wrong order, but he told 
Diane he was married and felt himself, incredibly, lifting up. 
)/ 
LOCAL COLOR 
Though Catina DeFlorio had worked at Dominic's produce stand for 
six years and was getting no younger, she continued to imagine herself 
a soloist with a great symphony orchestra. Her grandmother Inez had 
played the violin so beautifully in the ever.ing for the family after 
a day picking olives that when Catina lifted ripe yellow pears from a 
box of shredded paper, she could hear the bow drawn gently across the 
violin's strings and when she reached above her head for brown paper 
bags, her grandmother's eyes closed and one longing note trembled 
before the stucco porch. At this point the customers would grow 
impatient and wonder why a girl who should be weighing bananas was 
S'l:l7aying with closed eyes and outstretched arms as if possessed by empty 
sacks. 
"You gonna dance with them or what?" her boss Mr. Dominic 1;.,;rould 
ask, pushing in front of her for a bunch of chard. Or if she tverer:.'t 
careful, Vito would catch her in this or a similar state and she would 
have to listen to one of his admonishings on practical thi~king or 
collective actior.. 
uDon't mind me," Vito would say, scooping up a ha!1dful of ri"Pe 
plums and standing back as if to listen. "I love to hear yot! play. 
So go ahead. 14hat's that? You don't have an instrument? You've never 
even played one? \\Tell, the orchestra is big, maybe no one ~..;rill :1otice 
the woman sitting behind the cellos keeping time with her foot." 
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If the plums were particularly sweet or if Vito had been compli-
mented tl-:at morning by one of the SweC.ish women in !"!air nets who came 
to him for fish, tten he could go on with great animation. 
"That's it, Catina! Go to the conductor ar:.d explain how you'd 
like a chair~ wouldn't have to be much, a nice gray fol~ing chair, and 
how you'd sit very still vdth your hands in your lap and mental-
telepathy a bassoo~. Hey, we'll get Donna a~d Lily and Ramon, everyone 
we k~ow, to take an i~strume~t and the audience can tap their feet and 
pull at their nice tweedy jackets and co!lcer.trate re.?.l hard." 
On and on he would go, oh so amusicg, till Catina wa~ted to smear 
a box of raspberries over his Roman r.ose. Vhat did he k~ow about music? 
Had he ever heard an old womar:. with no learni::g ?lay Pccini so sad it 
sour.ded like little birds left alone i~ their r.ests? Cati~a YesolveG 
she would uot talk to Vito about her plans anyMore, though ste conti~ced 
to pra~tice holding her back erect and to modestly acknowledge the 
audience's applause. Catina believed s~e should prepare for ber syMphony 
debut in all possible ways for when she did get a violir., and Catina was 
certain a plan to t~is end would reveal itself to her, all her conce~tra­
tion would have to be spe~t on the i;:1strume::1t. Catina •;-1as not so lost to 
her otvn imaginings, bowever, that sbe did not realize any divine direct-
ive would be greatly helped by a small amount of money and her present 
scheme to increase her financial holdings was to ope~ a natural dye store. 
Like weavers of another time, Catina planned to tu~n the skins of 
fruits and vegetables into fabric dyes. She had studied books on the 
art of loose~ing color from fibers, how eac~ plant required a Gifferent 
sclveat, vinegar for one) water for another, and when all the jars of Gye 
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were on the shelves in her store and sunlight flashed through them, she 
hoped people peering in from the street would think they were seei~g the 
spread of light released by a prism. 
Catina had first 'ivan ted to name the store "DeFlorio' s Dyes," but 
Vito thought people would mistake the name for a beauty parlor and that 
while she might attract customers who were interested in dyes, they 
would ~ot be looking for deep beet red. Then Catina suggested what she 
thought 't\735 an if!.genious name--"Fruit to the Loom," but before she had 
finished speaking Vito was howling, "That's it, Catina! 11 He ran to the 
middle of their kitchen and made expansive gestures. "You could hang 
dyed Jockey shorts from the ceiling to carry out the motif, colors 
demonstrated on size 6-x tee-shirts, wrap up the sales in large 
socks ... " 
"All right, Mr. Satisfaction," Catina shouted back, "you have a 
terrific name for the store?" 
Catina looked at him defiantly, but Vito only smiled and said 
simply, "I would call it 'Boston Natural Fabric Dyes.'" 
"That's very imaginative, Vito." 
"So who shops at a store because it has a clever name? Not counting 
yourself, of course. T1!ith this name anyone will know at a glance what 
you're selling and, in the unlikely event you ever have a competitor, 
their store name would have to begin with an 'A' to get an earlier list-
ing in the Yellm:v Pages. ~:Plus," Vito paused just a secon.d for a breath, 
"plus, when someone calls on the phone and you answer 'Boston Natural Dye 
Store,' they're not going to ask, 'Is this the store that sells the dyes?' 
So say you're busy with a customer (I'm being optimistic here) and this 
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other guy calls on the pho~e, you're not go~~a wanta spe~d forty-five 
minutes trying to explain exactly what it is you're running. Catina, 
there are considerations beyond your own amusement." 
Vito looked very satisfied wit~ this reasor.ing, but Cati~a had 
crossed her arms early in the cor;.versation and remained unimpresseC.. She 
continued to consiQer possibilities, saying them aloud to hear the sound 
the '\Vords made together. !'Jot suprisingly, her O'\fu name had a certain 
'right sound' when pronounced and she used it ofte~ in arrangements. 
Her present idea 11.;ras to call t~e store "Catina' s Local Color 11 though if 
sf:.e mentioned it to Vito he would hold ~is stomach a:1d ask quick for the 
Arm and Rammer. So she said nothir:.g more and v1er.t on laying pla::.s for 
her business. Her own idea for the store's name had come to her at work 
when she realized she could get t~e raw materials free. Mr. Dominic 
threw o~J.t carrot tops and cor:1 husks thinking they Here of no use. Onion 
skins, Hhich just by boilir:g gave a deep auburn dye~ fell r..atura::..ly to 
the botton of the bins and crumbled between her fi~gers like the folds of 
an old letter. No or:.e would mind if she saved those, but Catir:a still 
did not know how to get the brighter colors of citrils fruit, the lemons 
a:1d oranges. She could hardly ask customers if t~ey would mind waiti~g 
just a moment while she peeled their grapefruit, thougt foolishly s~e had 
once suggested just ~his to Vito. 
"~Jo, Catina, I have a better idea," Vito crowed. "Hr. Dominic could 
offer a deal like on pop bottles so you could get your violin. A customer 
brings back rheir ora~ge ~inds ar.d gets three ce~ts towarG their ~ext 
purchase of pomegranates! You) Catina, could make our city's roadsides 
forever free of u~sightly skins .. , 
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Just imagining Vito's voice made her angry and as Catina picked 
over the grapes, the loose softe~i~g ones at the bottom of the bi~ rolled 
from her fingers (which o~ly made her angrier) and then the bu~ches she 
had mounded into the other hand and balanced against her breast shifted 
and fell to the floor. Catina's face became purple as the eggplants when 
she shouted in exasperatioo (though no one was in the store to hear her), 
"Nine months. Nine months we live together because he does not like to 
take out the garbage." 
TJhat Vito had actually said was that he did not thi~k people should 
live alone. 
"~..,re' 11 share the work," he reasoned. "There are good jobs a:1d bad 
jobs and this way we only get half the bad and can both do the good." 
Catina had pointed out that with two people there is twice as much to be 
done 1 but Vito only shrugged and asked, "You always wanta be cleani:1g 
your ow-n bathroom mirror?" 
Catina was not often without a reply, but seei11g Vito nod with such 
confidence, as if he had put a dot at the end of a mid-air sentence, she 
could only laugh and say, "So? Ve'll live together." Vithin a week they 
had moved into the three-room flat on Sheafe Street ir:. the North E:1d, and 
immediately Vito wanted to organize their lives as if they were part of 
his union drive: responsibilities clearly indicated on a rotating wheel; 
meetings to discuss membership needs and cornplair.ts; envelopes taped to 
the refrigerator marked "house repair receipts" and "food receipts;'~ 
Catina had wondered aloud if they should form a committee to present the 
rent check. Vito even had a small book with pages in it for each day and 
lines for each hour of the day a~d what was worse--he used it. Catina 
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imagined that he wrote "Catina11 in the ten and eleven o'clock blanks 
several times a week and that if he ever had children, their moments of 
silliness would be scheduled. Though Catina thought organization a good 
quality in the abstract and a quality to be mocked i~ Vito only because 
it was so much a part of his character, she did not for a Moment believe 
it had anything to do ~~rith her own spirit. She did her chores O!l Tuesday 
of one week and Friday of t'!-1e next or not at all if she v-ms busy wi. th 
other things. Secretly, s~e thought Vito was corruptible, that he could 
be lured from his routir.es in time, but after ni~e months, he still 
served dinner at 6:30 three nights a week and always served what he had 
"t~.rritten on the calendar. It was true she never accomplished as much as 
Vito, she had been in the same job for six years, but Catina also did 
some things she hadn't knmro in advance she would do. At times she 'vas 
comforted by Vito's predictable habits; at night he rubbed the cordeC 
muscles in her neck, and if she were sick he held her head in a steaming 
bowl of Vick's and brought her aspirin every four 'hours, and that is a 
kind of happiness. 
But on this October afteynoon when the only fruits remaining were 
those shipped from states without winters and the children who carne wit~ 
their mothers for pumpki~s cried because they wanted still larger ones, 
Catina decided she needed change in her life, a kitchen with photos of 
green peppers on the walls instead of schedules, and her 0\..;r:l. friends 
sitting around the table. Sometirnes, w~en she was alo:1e in the apartment 
in the afternoon, when the brick buildir.gs across the street were their 
deepest red, Catina saw herself ar.d her music joined togeth2r like 
border pieces in a jigsaw puzzle and she knew the rernaini~g boles and 
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dents could be fitted to this, but Vito would come home with Ramon or 
Donne and take her into their arguments or the backs of her legs would be 
so tight nothing i:1 her thoughts had straight edges, and she would forget 
for a fe'iv days exactly what she had been certain of. 
Only yesterday afternoon Vito and Donne had come home for a beer, 
their voices loud with work, what had happened and to whom it had 
happened (which was of greatest interest to Catiroa). She was in the 
bedroom organizing sheet music and told herself she would concentrate and 
not hear them, but there was Vito's base voice whic~ trembled the doors 
and there was the wet clank of their bottles as each emphasized a point. 
"Hell," Catina reasoned, "I should take a break anyway. If I stand at the 
doorway and don't go into the kitchen and start argui~g, too ... ': Catina 
set the music down. When she reached the kitchen, they were talking 
about the union and Catina wondered what made her imagine she might be 
missi~g something. Donna and Vito had had t~is conversation so ofte~ she 
could write a script in advance for each part. 
Vito was sayi~g, "One guy's complaint would matter if we had a union. 
The company doesn't care about one guy. They say, 'So quit, yot:'~e 
replaceable. '" 
"But what if we get a bad union?" was Do!1!1o's comeback, always 
Donna's comeback. "How many unions have sold out and grOJ;•JTI fat v.lith 
the companies they were supposed to fight? Then the worker is up against 
both the bosses and the union. 11 
"Hey, Denno," Catina broke L1, ,.;anting to talk about something else. 
"Is Lily back at work yet? How's her hand?" Lily had planr.ed to help 
Catina make dyes that weekend, but she had cut her right hand 'h7ith a 
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gutting knife at work the day before and Catina doubted she could do 
much with it bandaged up. 
Donna was catching the last drops of beer o~ his tongue and shook 
his head. "Fourteen stitches, down her finger and across the back of be:or 
hand. The doctor said she shouldn't move it any for at least another day. 
She called the plant yesterday when she got hone to tell them she couldn't 
gut for awhile and Annar tells her s~e can wear rubber gloves. She can't 
move her hand yet without the stitches pullir.g and ~e ~Vants her back at 
work the next day! Rubber gloves!" 
That's just what I mean," Vito exclaimed, remi-::lded of their conversa-
tion. "First the company gives the gutters dull rusted knives to open 
fish and when they get cut up, they're blamed for not paying attention. 
That's what Annar told Marie today, that Lily must have been dreaming, 
as if she had any time to dream about anything on that line. If we had 
a good union, people wouldn't work the same job all day, they wouldn't 
take supervisors who shamed and scolded them as if they were third-
graders out at recess too long." 
Catina had already started back to the bedroom. Even Vito's conver-
sations were predictable. She tried to pick up her music again, but her 
concentration disolved into a vague feeling of dissatisfaction. About 
on~e a month Catina decided she and Vito should not be together, but 
usually this occurred after Vito had made ar:. in!locent inquiry about her 
intentions to"tvard the mold that was forming on the shower curtai:1s. \.Jas 
this going to be made icto a dye, too? he wanted to know. But Catina's 
dissatisfaction now 'tvas not a defensive resolve. Gradually, over the 
past few weeks she felt more and more that what she hoped for could ~ot 
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be shaped out of the few odd hours each ~reek she found herself alone. 
The truth was, and Catina would admit this to ~erself, she was too easily 
distracted. She could never resist a conversation in the kitche~ ar.d 
even if ste didn't rush out ar..d join it, she would shout cut a reply or 
take exception to a remark. Or if she ever saved tb.e beginnings of a 
down pa;rment for a violin, she would start noticing women o:: the subway, 
the way a wool skirt rode over boots or a sweater fell about someo!1e's 
shoulders i~ loose fo~ds and before s0e knew what was happening she would 
be signing a check for a dress with money she did not yet bave. As a 
result) Catina had several beautiful dresses in her closet, bet nothir..g 
saved toward a violi'!.1. If she had her owr. apartment, wouldn't she spend 
all her evenings with only the souu.ds her violin made? And when she 
1valked to her own store, wouldn't her head be so filled with meloC~ies 
she would notice nothing b~t the rhythm of footsteps and her general 
direction? Alone, Catina thougtt, suddenly lowering her s~oulders a~d 
looking abo~t stealthily, her desire would be as kee~ as that of t~e 
hunter who has heard the leaves :part. All her effort -;o1ould be for one 
clear goal. But Catina could r..ct expect Vito to say, "Oh, sure~ Cati~1a. 
I'll pack to~ight. Be gone tomorrow." He would think her wanting to 
live alone was another impulse and would not be co~vinced without ler..gthy 
and logical explanations ar.d (Vito would be pleased this thoug~t occurred 
to her) she couldn't afford to pay this month.' s bills \<.'ithout his help. 
He would have to be given the message gradually~ she would be u!1:-easo!1-
able, ansv.•er his questions vdth sarcasms ur..tiJ he was defected. 
Catina had decided once before ~hat Vito ~ust go. She had just 
conceived of t~e idea for the dye store a~C was so av~ious to begin that 
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she had crammed their refrigerator full of carrot tops and cabbage sterns, 
all the discarded produce she could fit into three shopping b2gs. There 
were black, overripe bananas (what color these ~ight give Catina had no 
idea), bunches of broccoli whose small flowers were already looking like 
mustard pla~ts~ collapsing bell peppers--there were even two perfectly 
fresh artichokes which Catina had taken from an unpacked crate behind 
Belloti's market for she Has eager to possess everything that might give 
still anot~er color. By evening when Vito came home, the inside of the 
refrigerator looked most like it needed to be re?otted. 
When Vito came home that night and began to pre?are dinner, he 
patiently searched for his broccoli among Catina 1 s flowering stalks, 
freed the cheese fro~ clutching rutabega roots, and listened to her 
assurances that by weekend, all the produce would be transformed into 
bottled dye. It wasn't until three days later, whe~ the smell in t~e 
apart~ent was enough to condemn the entire buildi~g and in the refriger-
ator Vito found a hundred white worms twitching t~rough the limp stalks 
and leaves, that he became angry and likened Catina to one of t~ose same 
wor~s. Catina could see that Vito's true nature was finally coming 
through the guise of good humor~ that he would be intolerable in old 
age, and that he should move out. His anger seemed particular:y 
vindictive because he had seen hm-1 hard she r...~orked that first night, 
stewing pots of lettuce until the kitchen becar.1e steamy as a jungle 
morning. But when the pale green liquid would -::1ot even shade a white 
swatch of cloth, she decided to further research the art of r.at~ral 
dying. 
She spent the next fe\v afternoo!ls at the lib:-ary and at t'he very 
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moment Vito was discovering ~vorms, Catina had le2.rned that by adding a 
piece of iron to a dye bath the color could be saddened. She was eager 
to tell Vito how she could exploit the vegetables for still more colors 
and had assumed he would be as interested in this as she. ~.\1ith these 
expectations, it was doubly vexing to Halk eagerly into t~e. a?artment 
(she '\.Jas a little alarmed at the smell) only to see !:he ~itchen cuLtains 
ruffle visibly as Vito began shouting her name. It was at that moment 
Catina decided to never speak to him again. Bet to not talk to someone 
who lives in the same apartment is not an easy propositio~, pa~ticularly 
given Catina's character, and that very night she lapsed aGd. without 
thinking began ranting about a customer who suddenly came to mind. As 
soon as she had spoken Catina recognized her weakness and went into the 
bedroom to plan her music and prove to herself her independence. She 
began humming notes which would open her violin solo, she eve~ began to 
recre~te the sounds she remembered from harvests in Italy beginning with 
sunrise and the pane~ truck traveling between fenced fields, building as 
the sun got nearer and the pickers urged each other to keep working, to 
not feel the sun, filling t~eir hands faster aDd faster in defia~ce, but 
then Catina 1vould lose her inspiration, see only painted wa:ls a~d light 
bulbs, nothing that quicke!"led or bruised or made her hear t::e music as 
a piece and out of habit she started for the living room where Vito was, 
on~-Y to remember she \vas not talking to him. 
Now, running her hands over the ridges of the puMpkins, Catina told 
he~self t~at then she had not been se~ious, she haci not been strong, her 
music had not been sotilething at Vlhich she Has ready to work, and she kne\\" 
her owu. habits of heart vwuld make ter delay longer if she did not begi~ 
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in earnest, on her OHP... Having rene,;.Jecl her resolve, Catina begar. to 
a~range the barrels of }1acintoshes and Russets, piling them rour.d aP..d 
round until the pile tapered to a single apple and her palms shined wit'h 
wax. There were thin lines of drieC blood on her hands, one where a 
knife had slipped, another where tte wire ends of a crate had caught and 
torn the skin, but Catina held out her hands and turned tbem over and 
back, knowing they would begin to heal. 
She was still admiring her hands whe~ Old Rudy came into the store. 
Each day he bought one ear of corn or three apples or one tomato. He 
lived alone and could have shopped less often, but he wanted to talk wit~ 
whoever would listen. Catina became very intent on her work w~eaever she 
saw Rudy. He was always thro'i.viag up his arms about something a:1d expect-
i~g everyone e~se to be just as concerned. In his pocket he carried 
folded newspaper clippings which he read to prove ~is point 2nd~ looking 
at t2.e slippers on his feet a~d his eyes tb.at seemed to watch in tt..vo 
directions, Ca tina thought it shrewd of hir.~ to have proof. B'_lt if s~e 
wanted the news, she muttered to herself~ she co~ld turn oP t~e ~adio. 
Old Rudy had exanined most of the tom&toes tw·ice before Ce.tina finally 
walked behi~d t~e counter to hel~ him. 
"Just two, just t~vo of these plum tomatoes, I '11 ta~e, 11 Rudy said, 
't·.dpir:.g his moist eyes. Catir.a put the two he had chosen in 8 sack, 
wondering how many tomatoes his wild eyes saw. The eyes gave his face 
a lonesome look, as if one eye would neve:- knm.;r the other t.vas there to 
focus with. 
11Here you go, Rudy. I'll tell ~r. Dor.:lin:.c you v..rere. in.:' Catina 
started to ~valk back toward the a~ples, but old Rudy was fumbling in ~is 
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pocket and looking at her hopefully. It was anotheY newspaper clipping, 
the print already smeared from being take~ out so often. 
"Ten degrees in Minnesota last night." Old Rt;dy pointed to the 
paper for corroboration. "Ten degrees. Here it is October. My son says, 
'Dad, you never come for Christmas,' and I say if it's ten degrees in 
October) by December the water in my eyes will freeze whe~ I step off 
the train.' I tell him, 'You come here.'" 
Cati~a kept looking at the apples, hoping Old Rudy wo~ld realize 
she should be working. She sidled dow-:1 the cou:1ter a fe1;v steps, but he 
moved down the opposite side. 
"But my son is sharp. He is s~arp." Old Rudy nodded, certain from 
where his son's sharpness came. "He reads the paper too and he ser.ds me 
this story about Boston weather. Remember the day last winter when it was 
sur.ny and fifty in the morning?'' Cat ina said she didn't, but Rudy was 
going to explain anyway. "Then all day the teMperature dropped and by 
night there was a snowstorm? Well, ~y so~ reads ttis back i~ Mihnesota 
a~d he writes, 'l,f!1at kir.d of a backl.vard place are you ' . . .tlVl:lg in? You 'tvant 
your grandchilGren exposed to such a climate?' So for three years we 
don't see each ot~er at Christmas. Don't see eac!-. other." 
Catina had been moving slowly to the apple barrels. Old RuC.y u~con-
ciously following her closer and closer to t~:e door. Though only half 
hearing \Vhat the man said, she was sure she'd t.eard it before. Oper.i~g 
the door for him Catir.a said, ~'You have to worry about the weather? ·He, 
I'm lucky. It does~'t affect me much. You come back Friday, Rudy, lots 
of fresh vegetables. I'll tell Mr. Dominic you were in." 
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"Now I get something done,'' Catina said to herself and went back to 
stacking apples. 'lheir fall firmness, ~~hen t'hey had just been picked, 
pleased Catina. She liked to press her fi~gers against the skin and not 
feel the fruit give '>Vithin. It seemed that all her life she had held 
fruit in her hands. 1·Jb_en her family was together in Italy, she '\Vas so 
young she could only hold three olives in her fist. ~{hat would it be 
like instead to hold a wooden bow. Cati:1a begar~ to hum quietly, :-emember-
ing the way light from a late sun had glanced off the cherry-wood ct<.rves 
of her grandmother's violin. Sitting on the porch, she had squinted her 
eyes to make streaks of the light until the porch, the hills, her family--
all were held in a band of color. It was at those times, YThe:.-1 everyone 
was too tired from picking to do more than lean against the porch railing 
or fall back onto the S'\Vinging chair that Inez came out of the dark 
house to play. Catina's father, who had a deep voicesoon began singing 
the arias, her mother answered, and the aunts a~d uncles joined in so 
vigorously Catina was s~re the neighbors would begin arriving with 
centimos thinki~g a band of musicians had set up a tent at the foot of the 
hill. Whenever Catina thought of playi~g t~e violin herself, it was with 
the idea that she would create music as her grandmother had done, music 
that eased the fatigue of working and made voices join and rise and 
join again. 
"Catina!" It was Vito's voice, tumbling her thoughts to t~e ground 
like a bundle of papers heaved from a delivery truck. His face was 
bright with excitement and though Catina was curious why he should look 
so pleased, she was not now going to lose her resolve. 
"Vito, you smell like fish." 
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Her boyfriend looked at her in amazement. "I work all day in a 
fish factory. What am I supposed to smell like, a bumble bee?" Vito 
tried to grab an apple from the bin next to Catina, but she caught the 
sleeve of his denim jacket and pushed his arm away. 
"Forty-nine cents a pound. You l.\Tant an apple, there's the man you 
pay. 11 Cat ina tossed her head toward the counter \\.~heye Mr. Dominic was 
standing. 
Vito looked at her tolera:1tly. "Ht:at is it, Catina? You eat some 
of those prunes thct make your stomach like vinegar? I have wonderful 
news that will make you happy." 
Catina kept rearranging the apples o~d did not look at Vito but only 
asked, "Hhy are::'t you at work ir.stead of corning around here for a free 
lunch?" Vito was too eager to notice the sarcasm. 
"T'!"le company scheduled the union vote. Finally!" Vito shouted so 
loud Mr. Dominic stopped in the middle of shuckisg corn. "After all 
those meetings and fights and me getting transferred to the loading deck 
'tVhen the signature drive started, I thought they'd never let it go to a 
vote. 11 Vito grabbed Catina by the shoulders ard s'hook her excitedly. 
In spite of herself Cati~a stopped tis shaking long enough to 
kiss hir:1 o!l the cheek. "You're right, Vito. Itrn happy for you," she 
said. 
"That is why I'm taking the afternoon off. Donne and I "t·:ill \Vrite 
a leaflet explaining the benefits--worker input, job rotation, all of it--
and tomorrow we'll go down to the plant around five if! the morning when 
the early shift arrives. If yoG could help us tonight and rGn the 
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mimeograph machine--" 
Catina freed her hands with deliberateness a~d bega~ piling ap?les 
again. "No, Vj_to, 1 1 m going to be home studying tonight." 
"Studying? Hhat are you going to study at home? Fingerpri!lts 
around the light switches? Or maybe you'll boil some more onion skins. 11 
Catina held one apple tight in her hand. "Vito Fortunato, you can 
go to the garbage! Pah!" Catina hurled the ap'9le straight for Vito's 
eyes, but it split on a post t~1irty feet beyond him. Vito was very 
solemn and did not foz- a moment smile. 
"I'm sorry, Catina. I did not mean to make fun of your work. It's 
just that there are thirty jars of brown \Yater in the kitchen a!ld r:.o 
other color." 
"So?" Catina demanded. "If you have a fish store do you put one 
salmon in the case? No, you have many for everyone who comes to buy." 
"That is true. But I would also put cod and 'haddock and sole and 
halibut in the case also. 11 
"Yo1.1 think you're so clever Vito and then you spend all your day 
with smelly fis~. \.Jhy dou' t you own t~e compar.y instead of trying to 
get twenty cents more an hour for putting fish in a can." 
Vito stepped back and bowed deeply. :.Forgive me madam! Please 
allow me to kiss the hands that always smell faintly of fruits. I had 
forgotten you are high in the ranks of t!:J.e three employees of :9ominic's 
Produce ar:.d in another t~yo years vlill. still be high . .. 1n ... ne ranks." His 
voice changed from mocking to deadly calm. "Look at these bananas. 
They've been sprayed and mutated ur..til you couldn't bruise 0:1e if you 
hit it against a statue of a general in the Common. And these oranges--
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not a spot of brow:1. '.:'hey are like candy for children, so brig~t and 
pretty a~d inside who cares if t~ere is no more juice t~an a stone. 
Sometimes, Catina, I t'hink you are a child." 
"And sometimes, Vito, I think you are tiresome as an old man." 
They stood staring at each other, Vito with t\vo oranges wrapped i:::. 
his hands, Catina with t~wo apples, until finally Vito said, 11All right, 
I'll leave. And if you can't help tonight, okay. 
bother your studies." Vito hissed the last word. 
l wo~'t be arou~d to 
"I wo!1 1 t be a:round either," Catina said. "I'm moving out." 
"Oh, Catina, you are being ridiculot;.S. '~de argue for two Minutes 
and you're going to move out?" 
11 1£ \V€ had not argued at all, if you haci never '\Valke-::1 in here I 
would move out. Always it's t~e same--the same ro~tines, the same 
conversations, the sc.me :riends, be together, l;vork together. Hell, you 
can't ~elp me play the violi~ a~d that's w~at I want to d8, Vito. For 
'['11e." 
Vito set the oranges carefully back into the rows of bright orange. 
Once he replaced them, he couldn't tell which two had just been in his 
hands. He said to her coldly, "I've !1eve:r knmvn a time w~hen v.rhat you 
did. wasn't just for you." At t:J.e door he turned bAck and addeci, "P:!._ease 
let me know where you'lL be. Someone may need to :-each you." 
Ca tina broke .::. bean in three and threH it on the floor. Hov;r 1 ike 
Vito~ she thoug~t, to thir.k of smnething prHctical even as they were 
breaking up. 
"Pah," she saici a2._oud a:.-.C: lcoked tov..ard where ~1:~. Dmninic had bee~ 
standing. She t~ought he might shmv some cu!."iousity, wh:!..ch "vas as nea:-
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to sympathy as he could come, but he was already back i~ his office, 
adding receipts. Catina threw her hands against her sides. 
"So?" Catina argued vlith herself. "You didr..'t even have to 
convince him. A month of sarcasm saved. 11 Ther. seeing the barrels begir;. 
to move wit'h the water in her eyes, she observed, "Just you and the 
vegetables. 11 
Though Catina was given to tragic moments, she could ~ot give 
herself over to self-pity v.~ithout soon feeling foolish. She tried to 
shape her plans, to feel her earlier resolve--fine a place to live, 
search for a store-front for her own business, start saving again for 
a violin--but her emotions crept up once more~ setting the barrels adrift, 
reminding her that she would have to pay for ar- apartment, pay for a 
store and theu what would ~emain for a violin and so what was the point 
at all? 
Cat ina's thoughts ~.;ere so far from the produce store that when a 
voice called her name, it was a moment before she recog~ized ~vhere she 
was and still another confusing moment before she realized those ~·rere r..ot 
two bears standing inquisitively at the counter, but the sisters Finchetti 
in matching winter fur coats. 
f'Ah, Cat ina," Frances Finchetti said whe!l the young ~~oman's gaze 
focused in the store. "How are you today?" 
Catina searched anxiously for work, not yet trusting her voice. She 
found ail unccated box of okra, which she personally thought the least 
redeemable of all vegetables, but Frances Finchetti went on talking to 
her, sensing Catina's reticence. 
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"No complaints from you, Catina. You look too good, who'd believe 
you?" 
The women wandered along the counter, tilting their ~eads up slight-
ly to examine the produce. Catina tried to put her heart into the okra, 
but the box \vas sealed with long, unyielding copper staples. While she 
tried to work the staples loose, tb.e sisters Finchetti were agreeing 
betlveen themselves that forty-nine cents really was too much to pay for 
red leaf, though it did look good, no brown on the curly ends, the color 
still sharp and with a little olive oil and garlic--Catina grabbed the 
inside edges of the okra box and ripped the cardboard right past the 
staples. If they went on talking like t~at the lettuce would wilt under 
their breaths. Catina turned round to gla~e, to shame them, but when 
they looked up, they smiled at her and Catina blushed. 
"Dear, we'd each like a head of this lettuce. Some fresh parsley, 
too. You wrap them up separately?" Catina hurried to reach the sacks 
and picked from the heads of lettuce the t\-JO most perfect. The sisters 
remained innoce~t of Catina's ill-thoughts and continued talking in theiy 
short phrases, the words together completing each other's fragments. 
"Such a nice day today," Natale said. 
"The sun so bright, ~.;rhe:-t I stepped outside, I sneezed.'' Frances 
laughed. 
"But cold, too. T~e sun deceives." 
"You don't see the vdncl through the ki tcher:. windmv," Frances 
observed, pulling her coat tighter, remembering the wind. "All the time 
now I feel cold slipping in, around my wrists, betwee!"1 the buttons." 
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Her sister :1odded and lowered her voice to confide, 1'Your body 
worries about one thing and forgets it needs to keep warm~ too." 
"I shoald stay near t!"le heater." 
"But on a day like today, who can stay in?" 
11 Have you been outside? Catir.a?" 
"Hrnmm?" she said too loudly, reddening again. 
"Outside," repeated Frances Fir:.chetti. "Hhat a beautiful day?:' 
Althoug~ she ~ad just been embarrassed into attentiveness, Catina's 
t~oughts already had fallen back to her own grief. 
t'!:lat someone else wa'Clted to talk about the v.reatl:er. 
She only perceived 
"I can't see the sky from here, 11 Catina said and sh:-:Jggea. 
"Such a shame," FraGces said and her sister nodded in agreement. 
''Everyone passing on the sidewalk. I'm sure if I worked here I'd never 
get au.ything done. All day I'd war.t to be talking. Here I am right nm.; 
taki~g all your time whee you have more important business. We':l go 
r:m\~ and get our chicke'!J., Hl:e,_ are you and Vito goi-:1g to come by for 
dinner again? I tell Donno just bring you both home. You doP 1 t need 
an invitation." 
Catina tried not to appear startled, though, without willing it, her 
head had jerked a little at Vito's name. "I'll tell him," she said 
softly and waved the sisters out the door. 
have beautiful red peppers." 
"Come back Friday. He'll 
Cat ina closed tte door behii1d them and walked back to t:'"'re counter, 
listening for Hr. Dominic's voice OD the phone or for the radio i:: ~is 
office, but even t~e flies had chosen this moment to be stil~. T~e 
stacks of apples stood o:_;_ either side of the 6oor ~ there 'vere sweet 
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Bartlett pears--Catina haG stuffed newspapers at the bottom of the b8rrel 
so they would rise into a mou~d above the barrel's rim--there were green 
onions end to end with the radishes, everythi~g so carefully com9osed. 
Carina picked up a late plum and rubbed it with the sleeve of her s"reate::-
until she could see the blue be~eath the purple ski~. 
By the time she retur~eci to the apartme~t after work, she had roused 
herself to w~at must be done. She ~;.;r2lked straight fnr the closet, pul~eC 
dm:v:: two suitcases, and begar:. emptying drawers i!'!to ther.1. Hhen she 
realized she could not possibly move all her possessio~s out i~ one trip, 
she decided to take instead objects of great symbolic value. Around a 
few clothes she laid eight bottles of O!li.on skin dye anC her small stack 
of sheet music which she had m2de room for o~ the shelf with Vito's 
leaflets. To the other suitcase she addeci the cast-iron frying pa~, ~he 
one they both had used. 
Hhen both suitcases were f:.1ll~ Catina faster.ed the straps over the 
contents to hold everything i~ place. She lay back on t~e bed, knowing 
she was ready to leave, but suddenly not at all sure being a:one was what 
she wa~ted. The apartment seemed unusually quiet, not the full quie~ she 
remembered from those brief afteynoons when she had got off work early 
and listened to old opera records o~ the stereo and boiled onion ski~s. 
She carried her suitcases into the kitchen. AccordiPg to the calendar, 
she would ~iss 'fried fish and fried potatoes' that night. Catina bent 
to pick up the suitcases again, but the sink made her stand back 11p. It 
was her week to clec.r.. the kitchen., but she hadn't yet found time, a:1d now 
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she thought she should at least scrub the pot scars before she left. 
Shaking cleanser into rhe sink, the quiet of the house eciged against 
her. She sang a few bars from an opera she remembered, but without the 
music, the other voices to blend hers to, it had r.o power. She still 
felt the apartment's quiet. Standir.g at the sink, her hands on the 
counter, Catina thought for an instant that she was at the fruit stand 
again and all the customers were across the counter, separated from her. 
Her stomach pulled up into a wedge as she saw herself glaring at the 
Finchetti sisters then looki~g up to see them smiling. In her mir.d she 
glared again and still they smiled and said her name in a question. 
Suddenly there was a hand on her elbow and she ju~ped in fright. 
"Vito! T-Jhat are you doing?" 
"I came home. V.!hat else? Yo"..l v..rere standi:1g there, not moving. I 
thought something might be wrong.'' 
Catina t!"ied to cove!" l1er distraction. "No 9 no. I'm okay. Just 
thinking." She looked at his hand, still holding her arm. "V..That? Are 
you going to help me across the room or you just like the feel of my 
elbow?" 
Vito let her arm drop, but his eyes looked to hers for explanation. 
"Your suitcases. Are you really going to do this?" 
Catina turned back to rit:se out the sink. "I wfls almost ready to 
leave." 
"Where will you go? Do you have a place to stay?" 
11 Vito, why are we whispering? I'll find something." 
"Oh Catina," Vito said and would have scolded her for her impulsive-
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ness, but she looked oddly precarious, as if one word of his would 
push her from sight, and so he said nothing. 
"You keep the couch, Vito." Catina tipped her head to one side. 
"You like the salmo:.1 color. 11 
Vito was too anxious to smile. "Look, have you eaten yet?" 
Catina shook her head. 
11 \-Jell, you've got to eat. Let's go out to din!ler. T-Je can take your 
suitcases and then I'll know you've found a place at least for tonight. 11 
"You have to 'tvrite your leaflet tonight. Here, I boug'ht mimic fluid 
on the way horne.'' Catina shoved it down the counter, almost apologetic 
that at the last minute she had thought of him. 
Encouraged, Vito spoke with more characteristic purposefulness. 
"He'll eat first. I'm meeting Denno and Ramon at Tony's for a beer 
before we start writing." Vito slowed and added hopefully, 11 He can still 
use your help," but seeing Catina pull back he added, "There's a place 
with rooms near Tony's you could go after." 
She knew it was weak of her, but Catina was relieved to have Vito 
deciding ~vhat to do. "Okay, but dinner only. And no logical arguments, 
Vito." 
Thinking she could ba~ely talk to Vito, let alor.e the three waiters 
at Joe Tecce's he played ball with, Catina led them to a restaurant neither 
had been to. One vinyl bench ran tte length of the narrow dining room and 
tables vJith almost no space bet~\1een them were pus!led close against it. By 
adding one chair to each table there were twenty tables for tt--~o. "They 
take out the tables at night and use the place for a bus stAtion," Vito 
said lowly as they found a seat. 
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Catina whispered back, "He'll fit rig~t in with these suitcases. 
I'll just stay.'' 
Leaving the straight-backed chair to Vito~ CctL;_a fell into the 
vinyl half-booth. Her arms felt as i£ she had oper.ed crates of okra 
day ar..d s~1e had to concentrate to keep her head from clouding with 




so close together. Even wit~ only four other couples in the cafe they 
could overhear three coeversations. Both of them studied the menu in 
detail. Vito knew Catina's stubborness, k~ew if he S?oke seriously she 
would fasten tight to her resolve. Catina, anticipating Vito's questions, 
was feeling defiant. Finally he asked what she would have. 
"I'm having t"he kidneys," she said. 
"Kidneys? Hhere did you even find kidneys?" 
Catina reached across the table and poi~ted to a corner of Vito's 
menu. "With the tongue." 
Vito looked repulsed. 11Kidneys? Tongue? What kind of a place is 
this? The cooks are specialists in internal medicine?" Vito leaned 
forwa:::-d so the st.~all candle in the midGle of t~1e table lit his chin. He 
w'hispered, "You can't go to a restaurant and orG.er kidneys. '-.r11at kine of 
wiile will you get? Yellow?" 
Catina only stared. 
"Hell, if you're havir.g kidneys then I'm gettir.g to:tgue." 
"Vito you've never had tongue in your life." 
"I know. It's too sad. It reminds ne of to:1gue depressors at the 
doctor's office. 11 
"Vito, you eat meat all the time. Just get a steak." 
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"Hill you get a steak?" 
"I told yous I'm having kidneys." 
"Then I'm having tongue. 11 
The waiter took their order. Catina drank her t.;rater. Vito lined 
his silverware against the table edge. 
"So," Vito said puzzling over his tt.~.•o forks. "So you're really 
going to run away and join a traveling symphony orchestra?'' 
Catina crossed her ar~s. 
"That's vihat this is about, is a' t it? Another of your schemes to 
be a great violirdst and who cares about Vi tc or anyone else?" Vito 
tried to catch her eyes, but i~ the restaurant light they were shadowed. 
Ce.tina's voice came back, alrr.ost a plea. "You tf:ink I like going 
off by myself? Sometimes, Vito, I hear somethi~g a~d I want other people 
to hear it, too. I don't hear anythi~g when you talk about organizing 
and joining Packing House V..1orkers' Local 11. 11 
"Catina, you are twenty-six. ~ost violi!lists have been playing for 
twenty years when ttey'~e your age. Yo:;. don't even have a violit:." 
"So what am I supposed to do? Ho:-k in a fish factory?" 
"Oh Catina. Do whatever you want, bottle beet juice the rest of 
your life, just don't think everyone else is keepi~g you from your 
great plar..s. Doesn't it malze ser:se t"r.at if it. was t'he violi::! yott waP.ted, 
you would have at least played o:1e by nmv?" 
"I dor!'t '·Ta'!Jt to Ciscuss it anyT!lo~e, Vito." Cati!la hateC ~1is logical 
arguments. He could make anything seem pe~fectly clear w~er. it wasn't 
at all. 
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Vito lay down his fork in disgust. 11 All right, since you have such a 
hard time dealing with the least bit of conflict, we'll talk about 
something completely superficial. "How was your day, dear? Did work 
go well?" 
Catina looked wistfully down to the table. The music she remembered 
after twenty years was as vivid as the gusts of heat which had come over 
her graedmother's porch and yet she could not even convince Vito she 
still heard those voices rising over the hills, bei~g urged by the strains 
of the violin, as clearly as she saw the hills themselves. 
''Catina?" Vito was looking at his fork again. "I'm sorry. I didn't 
want us to fight tonight." 
Catina sat quietly. It was always Vito who made the attempts 
to end their quarrels, to apologize, even when she was most to blame. 
She sighed, and tried to make conversation. 
"I'm sorry too. hThat did you ask? How was work? Donna's mom 
and aunt came in right after you left. I thought they were bears." 
"Donna's mother? HO'h7 did she look?" 
Catina did not see why Vito should sound so conerned. "Like Frances 
Finchetti, only furry. She had on an old mink coat." 
"No wonC.er. Donno says she can't get \varm anymore. l·.1as she pale?" 
Catir:.a tried to remehlber what Mrs. Finchetti had looked like, but 
could only recall her own irritation. "I'm not sure. Was she sick?" 
"She has cancer. Donno thinks she'll be lucky to live until April." 
Catina felt the wedge rising in her stomach again. There was Mrs. 
Finchetti, pulling her coat around her, feeling the cold up her sleeves. 
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Only two months ago she and Vito had eaten with Donno and tis mother. 
They had made marzipan for dessert in the shape of oranges and apples. 
Catina tried to inhale, but it was as if sh.e was standing in a tunnel 
with fumes from trucks and cars ti1e only air to breat'he. 
"Vito, I can't eat now. I want to find a room." 
"Don't go. I'll take you home. Look fo:- another pl2ce first." 
"No, I decided." Catina picked up both suitcases and tried to 
carry them to the door, but Vito caught her and took one. It was dark 
outside and cold, cold enough to glaze the puddles. Catina walked a 
little behind Vito, pressing on her jaw so she would not be shivering when 
they reached the hotel. His strong body was outlined by the streetlights 
and the cap he wore to look sporty stuck out of tis jacket pocket. She 
would still see Vito after tonight~ but would she know what he was 
worrying about, the l.>.ray you know \vhen yo'J live l.>.dth someone? If a 
friend mentioned what he'd said or where he'd bee~, she'd probably be 
suprised. It would be like hearing news of someone s~e went to high 
school with. Catina S\mng her .suitcase hee.vily to reach him. 
"How do you think the union vote will turn out, Vito?" 
It seemed an odd question for her to ask just then, but he shrugged 
and said, "I do;1 1 t know." He already felt beaten, but not because of 
his friends at work. nsorne guys are for it, they want to join the localJ 
but the company's promised to meet the pay raise the union would give a~d 
some workers think we should stay indeoendent. Oh sure, real independ-
ence. You know what ~appened today? One of the women on the line moved 
Narie because she was talking to the woma:: next to her, moved her right 
between two poles. But Marie was fantastic. She looked to one side, 
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then to the other, and started talking to the pole." 
They had reached the hotel and Vito's voice lost its energy. ''I 
jl!st wish everyone there could feel proud, th.et's all." 
"~ .. That?" Ca tina turned to look at tim but ~:.ad to squi:1t agai~st 
the streetlight. 
Vito took her suitcase ir. both hands and held it in f~on~ of him. 
11 1 think 'tve should be saying something else to each other no~J~" he said. 
Catina looked up and dow~ the street, but her squinting eyes streaked 
t~e headlights and taillights and neon signs into lines of color that 
stood oct against the streets. She was shiver~ng agcin. 
"Vito, you kno-w, I \V2S thinking about the weather. It's going to be 
cold in the morning w:1en you're passing out leaflets. Nc one is goi!1g 
to want to listen or ask questions. Maybe we coul~ make up a lot of ~ot 
coffee before you leave. I've got all those jars, we could figure some 
way to keep it warm." 
"Dump out your onioP. dye?" Vito laughed. 
''VJell, maybe half of it." 
Catina heard loud talking dowr. the street and sav.J a grou? of peo?le 
stamping under the bright '~any's' sign. She recognized Donna and Lily 
and some of Vito's other frier..ds from wDrk. The white bandagir.g on Lily's 
hand, the green of DoP..no's shirt, t~e flash of reG. ~eon and the dark bl:Je 
sky drew Catina toward them. As traffic stonned at 
the corner, she heard Donna's voice half a block away, arguing. The 
cars pulled away, muffling the voices, but one bro!<e over the traffic 
and tnen another joined. For an instant, Catina wanted to sing out. 
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"Look,n Vito said. "There they are. I'll tell then I'll be 
over in a few minutes. The hotel's not far. I know you're tired." 
Catina stood in the bright air. I'm not anymore." She 
paused, and then put her hand through Vito's arm and pulled him in 
the directio:1 of the corner. The subway rumbled past ' ... 1:1derr..eath them 
and reaching the pizza place, Catina said softly, "Donno a!ld Lily. 
Let's have a beer." 
